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Abstract
The pandemic situation in the last year has produced many
changes in the academic space, both in terms of the interaction
between human factors involved in education and the way and
means of teaching, learning and assessment used in the virtual
classes. These changes have visibly affected students and teachers’
well-being, sometimes with negative consequences on their
motivation for learning. In this article, we aim to address the
motivation of high-school students in pandemic and online school.
We will present both factors that influence the motivation for high
school students’ learning and the effects that we have found on
school progress and may decrease learning and students’
performance.
1. Introduction
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Regarding the influence of motivation for learning on school
success, researchers from different periods (Ausubel, 1981, apud
Cuciureanu, 2015; Zimmerman, 1992; Deci & Ryan, 2002) consider
that motivation is a factor that has a considerable impact on
student’s school performance, as it can implicitly stimulate and
influence the academic performance of students. We agree with
these opinions, considering that students’ motivation for learning
is the force that moves the student’s actions, behaviours,
information, and experiences in the direction of academic success
and achievement.
As specialists in education, we are concerned with both the
short-term success that students achieve in their daily school
assignments and the long-term success that they can attain in the
national examinations at the end of an educational cycle (national
assessment, the baccalaureate) or the exams through which the
students adhere to a higher education cycle (the high-school
entrance exam and the university entrance exam). We also
consider that the care shown to stimulate our students’ current
learning will have medium and long-term consequences; more
precisely, these students are expected to obtain good school
results at the important exams they will face in the future.
2. Review of Literature
Researching the literature, we found that there is an
abundance of motivational theories and models that provide
convenient ways to explain and interpret the phenomenon of
motivation. A meta-analysis of the terms and theories of
motivation conducted in 2000 (Murphy & Alexander, 2000) to:
• theories of motivation associated with learning goals;
• theories of motivation associated with motivational
orientation;
• theories of motivation associated with interests;
6

•

theories of self-motivation.
From the multitude of motivational theories, we will focus on
two of them, on which we will base our study of students’
motivation for learning in the online school. These two theories
are:
Eccles’s theory of expectation (1983)
Nicholls’ theory of goals (1989)
Expectation (Eccles, 1983) refers to students’ expectations of
their success through learning. Students’ expectations and their
value to the learning task will lead to certain beliefs and successful
behaviours. Researchers (Eccles et al., 1983) have identified four
components that determine the value of a task: the value of
achievement, the intrinsic value, the value of utility and the cost.
• The value of achievement refers to how accomplishing
a task or activity contributes to confirming or refutation
of the students’ competence in specific fields. Thus: if
learning in History helps students become more
competent, then the learning activity has a positive
value and will do it with pleasure.
• Intrinsic value is represented by the fulfilment of some
students’ personal needs through learning or their
interest in the subjects and contents they study. This
value is similar to intrinsic motivation, as defined by
Deci and colleagues (Deci & Ryan 1985).
• The utilitarian value is determined by how practical the
learning task is to achieve the students’ present and
future goals, such as career goals. The learning activity
can have a positive value for students as it facilitates
crucial future goals, even if, for the time being, they are
not interested in the task itself.
• The cost represents the price that students have to pay
for the learning activity. It is conceptualized in aspects
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such as evaluation anxiety, fear of failure, effort to
achieve the task.
All four components identified by Eccles (Eccles & al., 1983)
contribute to determining the positive or negative value of learning
in students, which will influence their motivation for school
learning. Students’ expectations and the perceived value of
learning tasks directly influence students’ perseverance in learning
and their school performance.
Students’ learning goals (Nicholls, 1989) represent their
beliefs about what matters to them in any learning situation.
Students’ motives and intentions for learning differentiate
between learning for understanding and personal development
and learning because of the need to meet others’ requirements in
school assignments (Entwistle, 1988).
Nicholls (1989) identifies two broad categories of goals:
• learning goals – emphasis on understanding and
progress; students motivated by such goals have as
main objective the acquisition of new knowledge
and skills, the learning being sustained from
pleasure;
• performance goals – are intended to measure the
students’ learning ability; students motivated by
such goals have as main objective the validation of
their abilities or the avoidance of showing their
incompetence.
3. Methodology
This study used a qualitative research methodology with a
questionnaire-based survey. This section presents each step of the
inquiry to help researchers who want to replicate it and assure its
transferability.
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The questionnaire used in the present research is a
questionnaire based on the students’ opinion, conceived by us for
the purpose of this research. Before application, the questionnaire
was tested in a pilot form on a smaller group of participants. After
the necessary revisions, it was applied for study.
Goals
The present research started with a few basic questions:
1. How do students appreciate their motivation for learning
after a semester of online schooling?
2. How do students rate online school motivation compared
to face-to-face school motivation?
3. What are the students’ main learning goals?
4. How do students appreciate that they learn more easily:
online or face to face?
5. What helps students learn more easily online?
6. What prevents students from learning online?
7. What are the most appreciated advantages of online
school?
8. What are the most significant disadvantages of online
schooling?
The above questions materialized in the goals of our study:
1 – identifying students’ motivation for learning in
online school compared to face-to-face school.
2 – identifying students’ goals for learning in the
online school.
3 – identifying the advantages of learning in online
school.
4 – identifying the disadvantages of learning in online
school.
Hypotheses
H1. Students’ motivation to learn decreased during online
schooling.
9

H2. The disadvantages of learning in online school are more
than advantages.
Variables
- Students’ motivation for learning – translated by their
desire to learn guided by particular goals.
- Students’ learning goals – translated by the reasons that
determine students to get involved in the learning activity and give
up competing activities.
Methods
The method used in the present study is the questionnaire
survey. This technique “is almost always an opinion poll” (V.
Miftode, 1995, p.245) through which questions are addressed to
the subjects regarding the studied realities. The answers provided
to the opinion that questionnaires are subjective. They can be
influenced by the respondent’s experience and personality, by the
survey’s topic, by the structure of the questionnaire, and by its
application.
Tools
The opinion questionnaire on students’ motivation for
learning in an online school is a questionnaire conceived by us to
observe the reality that students face in learning during the
pandemic. The questionnaire includes 19 items, out of which 11
are objective items. Simultaneously, 8 are personal items, aiming
to ascertain students ‘motivation for learning in an online school,
identify students’ learning goals, and teaching methods that work
to stimulate online school learning and detect inefficient learning
methods.
Population
The population on which the research was applied
consisted of 109 high-school students from the 9th, 10th and 11th
10

grades from a national college. The research was attended by both
boys and girls from urban and rural areas, majoring in different
fields of study, such as mathematics-computer science, philology,
social sciences and natural sciences.
4. Results
The motivation of students to learn after almost a year of
online schooling (figure 1), according to the surveyed students, is
on average for most students (64%), a significant percentage of
students (24%) stating they have a high motivation for learning and
a minor part of the respondents stating that they have a low
motivation for learning (11%) or have no motivation at all for
learning (2%).
Starting from identifying the current level of motivation for
learning, we aimed to determine the students’ opinion about their
motivation for learning in online school compared to physical
school (figure 2). The students’ answers revealed that: for almost
half of the respondents (45%), the motivation for learning
decreased in the online school, for a large part of the students
(42%), the motivation for learning remained the same, and for a
small part of students (13%) motivation for learning increased
during online schooling.
Trying to identify the goals of students in learning (figure 3),
we found that most of the responding students (70%) study in
order to build a successful career in the future, less of them (23%)
learn because they have to, a small part of the surveyed students
(7%) learn with pleasure, none of the surveyed students stated that
they do not want to learn.
Regarding the difficulty students face in online learning
(figure 4), half of them (50%) say that they have a more challenging
time learning online, 23% of responding students find it easier to
learn online. In online school, 19% of students say that online
11

learning is more attractive, and 8% say that they do not learn
online.
We went further, trying to identify the obstacles and levels
on which online learning is built.
Thus, we found that some students like online school
because:
• they have more time to learn by gaining time on the schoolhome commute;
• classes are more interactive;
• they have the opportunity to document themselves on the
spot when they do not know something;
• they have access to the presentation of the lesson before
the teaching time through the presentations uploaded by
the teachers on the class platforms;
• they can work in their own office, in the comfortable space
of the house;
• they can concentrate more quickly because they have all
the information in one place;
• they have more time to relax;
• they have more control over the learning environment, no
longer being distracted by the noises of classmates.
Some students say that online learning is complex because:
• the teacher is not physically with them, and then they can
get distracted by the assignment very easily;
• the board is minimal, and visibility is difficult;
• they are tempted to use class time for other personal
interests and not for school;
• their attention is very easily distracted by what is
happening around them;
• it is very tiring to sit in front of the computer for 6-7 hours
a day;
• some teachers do not deal with technology or take little
interest in creating online lessons;
12

•

the connection between the student and the teacher is
much weaker;
• the internet connection is sometimes fragile and creates
difficulties;
• there is no possibility to socialize with colleagues, to make
jokes during breaks, a rich source of energy for learning;
• having fewer emotions during the assessment in some
subjects, the pressure necessary for development
decreases;
• they focus much harder because they are not in class
physically, with colleagues and teacher;
• the factors that can distract students at home are more
numerous than in the classroom;
• it is not possible to perform physical and laboratory
experiments from which to learn;
• do not have the opportunity to complete their notes when
they cannot keep the rhythm.
We have also identified some aspects of why online schooling
is more enjoyable than face-to-face schooling:
• learning takes place at home, in a comfortable
environment;
• learning on their means that students can deepen their
knowledge as and when they want;
• physical and mental pressure is lower;
• the use of videos and various applications enhances
learning.
The reasons why students say they do not learn in online
school are:
• they have internet access at any time, and it distracts
them;
• lessons do not always draw their attention;
• connection problems;
• they do not feel motivated enough by the teacher.
13

5. Discussions
The students’ motivation for learning in the research group
has a medium and even high intensity. It should be noted that the
students involved in the study group are part of an educational
institution that has benefited from a particular learning platform
since the beginning of the pandemic, and students also benefit
from computers and adequate space for learning at home. The
students’ main characteristic from this high school is represented
by the increased learning performances and the generous per cent
of the Olympic students from the available number of students. We
tend to believe that in other high schools with lower learning
performance, the level of motivation for learning during online
schooling may be much lower.
During online schooling, the motivation for learning did not
increase. For most students, the motivation to learn decreased or
remained the same. An introverted and shy student who had a
hard time expressing himself in the larger group of the class, in the
physical school, but who felt more secure in the online school to
communicate with the teachers, had a slight advantage during the
online school. We assume that this category of students perceived
that the motivation for learning increased during online school.
Most of the students surveyed find it harder to learn online
than face-to-face. Among the obstacles that hinder the activity of
students in online school are: poor internet connection that
sometimes prevents the clear reception of knowledge transmitted
by the teacher; lack of natural social and emotional connection
with the teacher and colleagues; physical fatigue and headaches
from using prolonged computer interruptions; frequent
disturbances and distractions during class hours caused by family
members or the discretionary use of the internet during classes.
For some students, learning in the online school is a total
failure, meaning they cannot learn. The reasons that prevent them
from learning are: the inability to connect and concentrate during
14

class because of the games and applications that capture and gain
their attention in parallel with the teacher.
6. Conclusions
Online schooling has been a real challenge for students,
parents and teachers at the same time. This phenomenon, utterly
unknown in the pre-university environment until last year, brought
a revolution in education that involved reorganizing teaching,
preparing lessons, achieving learning and evaluating students.
Students felt differently about the changes that took place
through online schooling: most of them were negatively affected
by all these changes, which denied them the right to socialize and
get closer to their teachers and colleagues in a natural meaning;
others, fewer of them, were positively influenced by these
changes, which gave them a more significant proportion of time
per day, spared from the time spent on the way to school, and
others, who were shyer before, offered the opportunity to assert
themselves during online classes.
What is certain is that students’ learning and motivation
have been negatively affected by most students, and this should be
a wake-up call for teachers. We consider it necessary to rethink the
teaching activity to consider the stimulation of students’
motivation. Capturing students’ interest through interactive
teaching methods and the increase in teachers’ interest in
students’ problems are two ways that can help stimulate students’
motivation for learning.
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Abstract
This research's main objective was to identify the main
difficulties encountered by beginning teachers in the first five years
of their careers, for which we have used quantitative research with
a questionnaire-based survey. The population involved in the
research consisted of 62 people, being represented by the Adventus
University graduates, and the statistical tests applied were
Independent Samples T-Test and Bivariate Correlations.
The results obtained from the research, after applying the Ttest, show that there are no statistical differences determined by
the teaching degree, no statistical differences given by the place of
activity, nor differences generated by the specifics of the institution.
There were statistical differences between male participants, who
tend to approach activities more confidently and make better use
of activity management than female participants. Other statistical
differences were recorded between teachers working in state
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institutions, tending to consider that the management of activities
is less important and teachers working in private institutions, where
greater importance is given to the management of activities. There
were also statistical differences between teachers employed for a
certain period, who tend to believe that the tenure exam is a
challenging test and teachers who are employed for an indefinite
period.
1. Introduction
Like any other beginning of the road, the start of a career is
shy and often challenging. For efficient development of activities in
the teaching career, the existence of a genuine partnership
between child-family-teachers and the obstacles that appear early
is required time and support for remediation. Some authors call
these early-career obstacles "challenges" and "difficulties" (Çeli̇k și
Kahraman, 2021; Gholam, 2018; Kiru, 2020; Spătărelu, 2019),
problems (Sanchez et al., 2018), and others recall the" praxis
shock" (Çeli̇k și Kahraman, 2021).
When theoretical notions find a practical application and
working with children is challenging at the beginning of the activity,
specific skills and teachers' availability are required. These
obstacles, challenges, problems, or difficulties seem
insurmountable in the early years, so that some novice teachers
are thinking of giving up this career (Spătărelu, 2019), and in some
cases, there is a dropout in the first five years (Joseph, 2011).
However, some authors claim that novice teachers encountered
fewer obstacles when they started working (Akdağ, and Haserb,
2016), and after a year of teaching, with the formation of
experience, they developed new strategies and applied them to
understand the children and improve their methods (Akdağ, and
Haser, 2016).
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Aydin (2018) states that, as progress and development in the
professional area occur, teachers go through the 3-8 stages of their
professional career, each with a particular specificity. Depending
on the stage in which each teacher is, training courses can be
organized, courses that take into account this specific. According
to the author above, this path goes from a previous stage to
survival and initiation, skills development, enthusiasm and growth,
frustration, career stability, a downward slope of the career, and
the end of the career.
2. Literature review
Some researchers establish the causes of these
shortcomings, regardless of their name, encountered by beginning
teachers as belonging to the personal or professional field (Sanchez
et al., 2018), and others mention as the discrepancy between
theory and practice; school environment and context; the
interaction between teacher and context (Çelik and Kahraman,
2021).
Among the professional difficulties, along with the high
workload (Sandy et al., 2017; Sanchez et al., 2018), along with
other institutional responsibilities (Sanchez et al., 2018), the
mandatory requirements for accreditation (Sandy et al., 2018).
2017) and time management (Sandy et al., 2017), lack of
experience is one of the difficulties encountered in the first year of
teaching (Akdağ, and Haser, 2016; Spătărelu, 2019), but despite
obstacles, challenges and experience insufficient, teachers
transmit their values to the children they come in contact with
(Spătărelu, 2019). Research has shown that debutants teachers
learn from these obstacles and use their knowledge during practice
and develop their strategies (Çakmak et al., 2019).
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Another cause is the discrepancy between theoretical and
practical training (Barbosa and Barboza, 2019), but novice teachers
use the skills and knowledge gained during practice, as well as their
strategies for finding solutions to "challenging experiences"
(Çakmak et al., 2019)
Along with the daily challenges of teachers, there are
"parental pressures" (Spătărelu, 2019), their distrust in the fact
that their children's teacher is a beginner, poor communication,
insufficient parental participation in school activities (Sanchez et
al., 2018). Also, difficult positive communication and lack of
dialogue to solve problems are among the difficulties experienced
in the early years by beginners’ teachers (Sanchez et al., 2018).
Some researchers say that those novice teachers are
concerned with legislation and documents (Akdag, 2014), but also
planning activities, especially for children with different abilities, is
one of the difficulties (Gholam, 2018), as well as the differentiated
approach of children with SEN (Sanchez et al., 2018).
Classroom management with routines, rules, procedures
(Gholam, 2018) pose a significant challenge due to the diversity
and complexity of classroom events (Wolff et al., 2020), and lack of
experience means that there is no course management (Akdağ,
and Haser, 2016). Causes of student indiscipline are also
mentioned (Çakmak et al., 2019; Sanchez et al., 2018) and the
existence of noise that distracts the children and the teacher
(Çakmak et al., 2019). Some teachers mention that planning is
necessary (Barbosa and Barboza, 2019).
There are three ways to solve the teacher fear regarding
direct interaction with children: building trust on both sides,
involving children in decisions, and being aware of the rules that
offer freedom in their environment. These lead to a peaceful
atmosphere (Akdağ, and Haser, 2016), and the perception of the
teachers is that they "try to make an interesting, attractive and
22

motivating class" that takes into account the needs of students
(Barbosa and Barboza, 2019).
Another category of challenges is represented, as some
authors say, by outdated textbooks (Sanchez et al., 2018), lack of
technology in schools (Sanchez et al., 2018), the need to rethink
traditional methods (Barbosa and Barboza, 2019), curriculum
development (Gholam, 2018), confrontation with ethical and legal
issues (Sanchez et al., 2018).
Fear of interacting with colleagues causes difficulties when
the debutant teacher wants to apply in practice from his
knowledge obtained in college and does not find understanding
from experienced colleagues (Barbosa and Barboza, 2019).
To build their "professional identity" (Çelik and Kahraman,
2021; Joseph, 2011), to meet the needs of teachers who are at the
beginning of their career, to be their "support and help" (Spătărelu,
2019), it appears the need to have mentors (Joseph, 2011), and the
support given to the debutants teachers provides "empowerment"
in the professional aspect (Akdag, 2014).
A particular category of difficulties is determined by personal
causes such as insecurity, fear (Sanchez et al., 2018),
discouragement from colleagues (Barbosa and Barboza, 2019),
worry (Barbosa and Barboza, 2019), helplessness, exhaustion, and
often panic (Çakmak et al., 2019). However, after a while, some
beginners realized no need to worry about difficult situations
(Çakmak et al., 2019).
Mentoring programs have been designed and introduced in
several countries to meet the needs of the beginning teachers
(Çobanoğlu and Ayvaz-Tuncel, 2018; Hobson and Malderez, 2013;
Sandy et al., 2017; Spătărelu, 2020).
A "teacher initiation" program has been implemented in
Turkey since 2016 to "training, supporting and protecting the
debutants teachers". After completing this 6-month program,
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debutants teachers in the first year of teaching can gain practical
experience and benefit from a mentor's assistance. This program
includes internal activities: planning, preparation of documents,
monitoring, as well as external activities: cultural visits, visits to
schools, institutions, reading books to gain "additional practical
experiences", requires to be found in the teaching of novice
teachers ( Çobanoğlu and Ayvaz-Tuncel, 2018). Another researcher
states that the support program for debutants teachers aims, and
the initiation and mentoring for the debutants is the guidance of
those who will mentor, more precisely administrators and
inspectors (Akdag, 2014).
The research aimed at mentoring, in addition to the benefits
resulting from this activity, a "judicial" mentoring is identified,
which harms the personal and professional well-being of novice
teachers (Hobson and Malderez, 2013).
The imprint of the first years' experience can be defined for
the teachers' whole career (Spătărelu, 2019). Other authors
support the same idea, Çelik and Kahraman (2021), to which is
added to develop their professional skills, depending on the novice
teachers' activity's efficiency.
In a research conducted in Israel, to reduce the "shock of
reality" at the beginning of the professional career, the Ministry of
Education initiated a 1-year program, with the conditions of
obtaining a "permanent teaching license". The final year students
start teaching and go through the introductory program at the
same time. The program includes mentoring with a colleague, a
regular course offered by university teacher training departments
(Nasser-Abu and Fresko, 2010).
Also, in the absence of continuing education programs,
pedagogical practice will register various problems (Barbosa and
Barboza, 2019), and obstacles an insufficient "informed consensus"
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on the purposes of mentoring in the training of the debutant’s
teachers (Hobson and Malderez, 2013).
In research conducted in England, Hobson and Malderez
(2013) identified difficulties at the micro, medium, and macro-level
in terms of mentoring. At the micro-level, the difficulties are
related to the two people involved in the mentoring process, the
mentor himself, the strategies approached, and the mentored
person through the lack of openness to the process. At the
intermediate level, the difficulties consist of choosing mentors and
the role of acceptance and conscious assumption of it and not
under responsibilities included in other responsibilities, and those
at the macro level are related to decision-makers.
At the beginning of the teaching career, the tenure exam is a
"challenge" for a tenured teacher position (Kiru, 2020). However,
even though it is considered an obstacle, researchers state that the
profession is starting to be attractive on the labour market (Kiru,
2020), seen by the attendance in large numbers and the marks
obtained at the tenure exams of those who want to work in the
educational field.
For early education, obstacles consist in planning, given the
difficulty of carrying out mathematical activities, lack of
experience, ignorance of children's particularities, difficulty in
adaptation, lack of resources, difficulties in implementation:
distraction, differentiated learning, difficulties related to the
inability to achieve some tasks with mathematical content and
assessment of mathematical activities (Güven and Gök-Çolak,
2019).
Another difficulty is classroom management in early
education, before and after starting the activities (Akdağ and
Haser, 2016).
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To overcome these obstacles inherent at the beginning of the
career, researchers offer several solutions, some of which we will
mention.
One of them is the correlation between theory and practice,
as well as the existence of a set of knowledge called "knowledge
reservoir" (Macenhan et al., 2016).
On a personal level, the existence of a reflective journal, the
focus on pedagogical practice and psychological methods of
approach can help overcome the difficulties of the first years of a
teaching career (Spătărelu, 2020), "critical reflection", in addition
to pedagogical practice, "emancipates" teaching (Macenhan et al.,
2016). At the level of working with children, one solution is
discipline or instructions (Çakmak et al., 2019).
From the perspective of mentoring, mentors must receive
appropriate training to ensure that the mentee has the optimal
climate for carrying out the activity (Spătărelu, 2020). Among the
benefits of working with a mentor are: developing self-awareness,
developing training strategies, achieving effective management
and student-teacher solid relationships (Gholam, 2018), and
support and encouragement for children and new colleagues
(Sandy et al., 2017).
Some authors say that in case of difficulties, the novice
teachers "seek help from colleagues, administration, and parents",
but they do not read books on these topics (Çakmak et al., 2019),
and this type of support, mentors, and colleagues "Had the
greatest impact on the assimilation of new teachers" as well as on
their socialization (Nasser-Abu and Fresko, 2010).
Another solution is the collaboration between the
institution's management and the employees to obtain a
"welcoming" climate (Sandy et al., 2017).
The existence of a positive model of more experienced
colleagues can be a good start at the beginning of a career, but an
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inappropriate example should not be a reason for a "bad example"
through carelessness and disrespect (White, 2015, pg. 9).
3. Research methodology
Research objectives
This research has the following objectives:
1. Identify the main difficulties encountered by the beginner
teachers at the beginning of the career;
2. Development of an instrument for measuring adaptive
capacity in the first years of teaching career.
Research hypotheses
1. There are statistically significant differences between
teachers employed in state institutions and teachers employed in
private institutions in terms of level of adaptation to difficulties of
beginner teacher.
2. There are statistically significant differences between
teachers working in urban areas and teachers working in rural
areas in terms of level of adaptation to difficulties of beginner
teacher.
3. There are statistically significant differences between
teachers working in primary education and teachers working in
pre-school education in terms of level of adaptation to difficulties
of beginner teacher.
4. There are statistically significant differences in terms of
level of adaptation to difficulties of beginner teacher between
teacher with different teaching degree.
5. There are statistically significant differences in terms of
level of adaptation to difficulties of beginner teacher between
genders.
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6. There are statistically significant differences in
level of adaptation to difficulties of beginner teacher
different job obtained types.
7. There are statistically significant differences in
level of adaptation to difficulties of beginner teacher
teacher with different ages.

terms of
between
terms of
between

Research variables
The personal and socio-professional variables discussed are
the age of the participants, the employing institution, the level of
education offered by the institution where the activity takes place,
the environment in which the teachers are working, seniority,
didactic degree obtained, type of job obtained and difficulties
encountered by the beginner teachers.
The dependent variable is the level of adaptation to
difficulties of beginner teacher in primary and preschool education.
Research methods and tools
The quantitative research was used to identify the debutants
teachers' main difficulties within the first five years after the
beginning of the career. Through the statistical tools it uses, this
research offers an objective image of the phenomenon studied
with the help of numbers.
The method used descriptive methods, cross-sectional
survey and some elements of correlational research for investigate
the group of novice teachers. The questionnaire conducted for this
research is called "Questionnaire for debutants teachers in primary
and pre-school education" and is aimed at the school year 20202021. It was an online tool, and it was sent to debutants teachers
who have started their careers in the last 5 years in primary and
pre-school education. The questionnaire consisted of 29 closedended items, extracted from the variables and hypotheses
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mentioned in the research, and included the possibility of
completion with the respondents' options.
The population
The population involved in the research regarding the
difficulties encountered by the novice teachers in the first five
years of their careers is represented by Adventus University
graduates.
This research involved 62 people (60 women and 2 men)
aged between 19 and 54, represent an convenient sample. The
responding teachers are employed in primary and pre-school
education and work in different environments, both urban and
rural, in private and public education units, and the career
experience varies between 0-5 years. Some participants' teaching
degree is the tenure exam, and the other participants are
debutants teachers. Some participants have the position obtained
for an unlimited period, while others have the position obtained
for a limited period.
4. Research results
The following statistical tests were applied to determine the
results: Independent Samples T-Test and Bivariate Correlations.
In the first test, results were obtained depending on the
gender variables, place of activity, institution-specific typology,
type of institution, type of job obtained, a teaching degree, and for
the second test, results were obtained depending on the age
variable.
Teaching degree
When applying the T-test, no statistical differences (p ˃ 0.05)
were noticed between the participants represented by the
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beginner teachers and those who obtained the final teaching
degree in any of the questionnaire items.
There are no differences of opinion between the two
categories regarding the difficulties encountered at the beginning
of the teaching career; in the early years, teachers having the same
opinions. Teachers in both categories probably did not have
enough time to change their minds. This test should be repeated in
other contexts, on another sample, to see if the data is maintained.
Participant’s gender
Statistically significant differences were obtained (t = 3,01; df
= 59; p = 0,004), between the opinions of men and women present
in the research on the management of activities carried out with
children. The average score obtained by male participants (M = 6;
SD = 0,00) was significantly higher than the average score of the
female participants (M = 5,47; SD = 1,37).
The results obtained in this item indicate men's tendency to
manifest a way of working that denotes more safety and an
increased tendency to capitalize on the management of activities.
Being representative research for the graduates of Adventus
University, it is recommended to apply this test to a population
from other universities' graduates.
Place of activity
Following the T-test application, there were no statistically
significant differences (p ˃ 0,05) between participants working in
urban areas and those working in rural areas regarding
accommodation at work.
The results obtained in this item indicate the probability that
the difficulties related to the first years of the teaching career are
not related to where the teachers carry out their activity.
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The specifics of the institution
There are no statistically significant differences (p ˃0,05)
between participants working in pre-school institutions and those
working in primary education institutions.
The results obtained in this item indicate the probability that
teachers' difficulties at the beginning of their teaching career are
not generated by the institution's specifics where they work.
The institution types
Statistically significant differences were obtained (t = -2,55;
df = 60; p = 0,013) between teachers employed in public
institutions and those employed in private institutions, in terms of
activity management. The average score obtained by participants
working in public institutions (M = 5,06; SD = 1,53) was lower than
the one of participants working in private institutions (M = 5,90; SD
= 1,01).
Teachers working in public institutions tend to consider that
activities' management is less critical than teachers working in
private institutions.
Teachers who work in private institutions probably consider
that the education system in their institutions needs more
attention regarding the management of activities. To establish the
degree of collaboration between teachers employed in the same
public institution compared to teachers employed in the same
private institution, another research is needed to provide
additional information.
The job obtained type
Statistically significant differences were obtained (t = 3,03; df
= 60; p = 0,004) between participants working for a specified period
and participants working for an unestablished time, in terms of
opinion about the difficulty of the securitization exam. The average
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score obtained by participants working for a specified period (M =
5,81; SD = 1,47) was significantly higher than the participants
working for an undetermined period (M = 4,55; SD = 1,79).
The results obtained in this item indicate the probability that
those teachers who work for a certain period believe that the
tenure exam is a difficult test. This result is predictable, as it is
typical for those employed for a particular time and have obtained
results below the level expected at the tenure exam to consider
that this is a difficult obstacle to pass.
The participants' age
The Bivariate Correlations test was used to observe the
correlation between age and research variables, which showed a
negative correlation (r = -341; p = 0,007) between the participant's
age and perception that the task of completing documents is
difficult (Table 1). The lower the age was, the greater the
perception of difficult completion of documents was identified.
The lack of experience and the exercise of completing the
documents in the first years of the career determined the younger
teachers to perceive this task as difficult.
A negative correlation was observed (r = -275; p = 0,030)
between the participant's age and the perception that the lack of
effective initial pedagogical practice leads to difficulties in the
teaching process (Table 1). As age decreases, so do the perception
that the lack of effective initial pedagogical practice leads to
difficulties in the teaching process. In the absence of concrete
situations in the teaching process, the lack of effective initial
pedagogical practice generates difficulties for the youngest
teachers in the teaching process.
There was also a negative correlation (r = -271; p = 0.033)
between the participant's age and the perception that of all the
activities carried out in classes/groups, the mathematical activities
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have a high degree of difficulty (Table 1). The lower the age, the
greater the perception that all the activities carried out in
classes/groups, the mathematical activities have a high degree of
difficulty. Probably, the lack of effective initial pedagogical practice
and the theoretical and practical lack of mathematical notions
determine the perception of younger teachers that mathematical
activity is more difficult.
There is also a negative correlation (r = -262; p = 0,039)
between the participant's age and the fact that they encountered
personal difficulties at the beginning of their career (Table 1). The
lower the age was, the higher the participants' perception that
they encountered personal difficulties at the beginning of their
career was identified.
Perhaps, the younger the teachers are, the more difficulties
encountered at the beginning of their careers are related to
personal aspects, which interfere with the professional difficulties.
The research results did not confirm the hypothesis that
there are statistically significant differences between teachers
working in urban areas and teachers working in rural areas in terms
of difficulties encountered in the first years of teaching. The
hypothesis was not confirmed that there are statistically significant
differences between teachers working in primary education and
teachers working in pre-school in terms of difficulties encountered
in the early years of teaching.
5. Conclusions
Following the interpretation of the results obtained after
applying statistical evidence, the following conclusions were
outlined.
Male teachers tend to approach activities more confidently
and make better use of activity management than female teachers.
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Teachers working in public tend to consider that activities'
management is less critical than teachers working in private
institutions; the second group attaches greater importance to
activity management.
Teachers who are employed for a certain period tend to
believe that the tenure exam is a challenging test (they probably
got results below the level expected at the tenure exam), more
than those who are employed for an unlimited time.
The teaching degree does not influence novice teachers'
opinions regarding the difficulties encountered at the beginning of
the teaching career. Both the beginning teachers and those who
obtained the final didactic degree had the same opinions about the
obstacles encountered, probably due to insufficient time to change
their minds.
The teachers' workplace does not influence the
accommodation at work, both for the urban area and for those
from the rural area.
The institution's specifics in which the debutants teachers
are employed do not induce differences between pre-school
education participants and those in primary education.
The age variable made negative correlations with several
items included in the research, showing that the perception of
some items' difficulty also increases to the extent that it is smaller.
Thus, for a younger age, the task of completing documents is
difficult (probably due to lack of experience and exercise), the lack
of effective initial pedagogical practice leads to difficulties in the
teaching process (in the absence of concrete teaching situations).
Also, of all the activities carried out in classes/groups, the
mathematical activities have a high degree of difficulty (probably
due to the lack of effective initial pedagogical practice and the
theoretical and practical lack of mathematical notions), and there
are more personal difficulties at the beginning of the career
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(probably several aspects of personal life interfere with
professional difficulties).
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Tables, figures ang appendices
Dependent variable
(partial values)
Filling out
Pearson
Documents
Correlation

Lack of practice

Mathematical
activities

Personal difficulties

Age
-0,341a

Sig.(2-tailed)

0,007

N
Pearson
Correlation

62
-0,275a

Sig.(2-tailed)

0,030

N
Pearson
Correlation

62
-0,271a

Sig.(2-tailed)

0,033

N
Pearson
Correlation

62
-0,262a

Sig.(2-tailed)

0,39

N

62

Table 1- Correlations
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Abstract
Children can understand the natural world through play. It
occupies a leading place in children's education. Children, when
they see and do things, they learn more than when they read or
listen. The game's essential function is to help the child adapt to the
world in which he lives.
Play is not a simple occupation in which children waste their
time but how they maintain their mental health and establish and
develop relationships with each other. The play also provides an
appropriate framework for developing values and supporting
education in achieving its goals. The values are transmitted both
through the family and through the school. This article tried to find
the values transmitted through plays in early education.
1. Introduction
Educators, advocates for children's rights and academic
researchers agree that play is vital for young children. Play should
have a central role in young children's lives—from infancy into
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middle childhood and beyond. From children's development view,
learning, growth and play have an essential role in all these aspects.
There are five types of adult approaches to play (Pyle & Danniels,
2017):
▪ Free play – help and support – provide time, space and
things to play with
▪ Inquiry play – encourage and support children's
explorations in play
▪ Collaborative play – take opportunities to enter children's
play and incorporate skill practice
▪ Playful learning – support play experiences that incorporate
specific skills
▪ Learning games – try specific activities and focused
activities on using skills like literacy and numeracy
Kesicioglu, Yildirim Haciibrahimoglu & Aktas (2019)
recommended that:
▪ Open spaces where preschoolers play to be as big as
possible.
▪ Play areas where children can play freely and naturally
should be enlarged rather than structured and adultcontrolled play areas.
▪ Families should be informed of the negative influence that
technological devices can have on children.
▪ The parents need to take time to play with their children.
▪ The time children spend with their peers should be longer
in which there are different play opportunities.
By challenging children to solve complex problems through
play, they will thus benefit from these experiences and help them
to be prepared for future academic learning.
Using play to meet children's needs and interests is a more
effective way for teachers to meet children's developmental stages
naturally than direct academic instruction does. It is essential to
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provide teachers with a variety of ways to use the game for optimal
learning and instruct teachers on how to master these approaches
to effective learning through play (Alharbi & Alzahrani, 2020, p. 15).
2. Early education
Early childhood education is the care and instruction of
young children outside of the home. It is now the first rung on the
educational ladder. In many respects, however, this most recent
addition to the pedagogical hierarchy is quite different from its
elementary and secondary predecessors.
Friedrich Frobel, an educator from Germany, is known as a
kindergarten parent due to his role in this field. He was a thinker
who opened new paths in education, respectively the unique
needs and qualities of children. In Human Education, Frobel shows
that play is a way of showing children's inner life in an externalised
form. His writings urge both parents and teachers to play with
children because they create a real connection that encourages
mutual respect. He believes that by working with children, teachers
become more open to learning from them and can discover how
and what to teach them.
Frobel believes that play is an internal activity represented
by expressive external manifestations. Always starting with
exploring tangible objects, such as cubes, Frobel uses the senses in
the playful setting to arouse the child's curiosity and reflection. He
believes that the child's spontaneous interest and play create an
internal awareness - a connection between the child and the
objects explored. For Frobel, this connection produces
harmonising thinking, feeling, will and activity in the child.
Frobel strongly believes that in children, there is a divine
essence, a spirit. The teacher's goal is to help the child become
aware of this inner being. Therefore, he believes that education
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means hiring and guiding the child, as a whole, as an intelligent
being who thinks and feels and make him self-aware through play.
However, Frobel supports limited adult intervention in
children's lives and learning. He does not suggest such freedom for
the sake of freedom, but because he understood that people,
including children, are more receptive to ideas and suggestions
when they collaborate voluntarily rather than by coercion. Proper
understanding can be reached only through the child's
autonomous activity, through his actions.
Frobel believes that the primary goal of the educator should
be to develop relationships. People are always in touch with each
other, and every association of this type is formative. Therefore,
educators must be highly aware of their intentions and actions and
be extremely sensitive to children's various needs. Both parents
and teachers are inevitably connected to the child in the process of
mutual growth and learning.
In Romania, Early education has three types of activities:
personal development activities, free-choice games, activities, and
experimental fields activities. The activities freely chosen by the
child occupy a central place in the children's daily program, these
being represented by games and centres of interest. These are part
of the second necessary type of kindergarten activities. The
children participate in these centres either individually or in work
teams, and all tasks are related to the theme of the week or day.
Roleplay is one of the centres of interest that involves providing
space, material and ideas for experiencing adult life through play,
which is reminiscent of particular activities or the practice of
desirable behaviours. They imagine various situations and act
according to the social norms learned, suggested and practised.
Several changes took place in 2019, and one of them was
when the number of hours allocated for free choice games and
activities increased and the number of hours for experiential
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activities was reduced. "The teachers not only appreciate the new
accents involved in the current curriculum but even suggest some
things that could improve the pedagogical practice in the
kindergarten. Thus, they recall the following topics" (Spătărelu,
2019, p.14):
▪ training courses for senior teachers
▪ retired teachers to give way to young people
▪ improving stock with materials,
▪ fewer documents to be completed
▪ the possibility for teachers to transfer and detach more
easily
▪ fewer children in the class
▪ reducing the number of methodical commissions.
"At birth, we first learn to make sense of booming, buzzing
confusion. We learn from what we see, feel, touch, taste, smell,
and do. We develop the special human abilities of language—
speaking, listening, reading, writing, and discovering meaning.
These new abilities enrich our lives with whole new realms of
knowledge, but they never replace our immediate world of senses
and activities. We learn what we do" (Schweinhart 2009, p. 16).
3. Values in education
Human society has accumulated, over the years, a vast
experience embodied in a set of material and spiritual values. They
realise the distinction between human communities, between
peoples and between nations. To ensure continuity and cultural
identity, each society preserves and transmits its values to the new
generation through education. Education thus mediates the
relationship of the individual with society by ensuring the
assimilation, by the individual, of cultural values and models to
adapt to the requirements and demands of social life.
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The influential role that education has is pursuing the
continuous development of specific human qualities and the
exploration of new horizons of knowledge for the individual.
Through this role, man's enthusiastic attitude towards his
fulfilment is exploited and the sense of responsibility for future
generations, expressed by the intention and permanent concern to
transmit to his descendants the ideal of education, that of "being"
and "becoming".
Marin Călin (2001) distinguishes the following categories of
values:
a) strong values necessary to protect life and the
environment as they are health (physical and mental), physical
tone and strength, beauty and harmony of the body, the balance
of the environment, material goods and economic prosperity.
b) the moral, political, legal and historical values
necessary for a state and nations such as democracy, sovereignty,
goodness, justice, courage, wisdom, independence, legality,
dignity, love of nation.
c) theoretical values necessary for human knowledge and
creation, such as truth, evidence, objectivity, scientific imaginary;
d) aesthetic and religious values, which concern
contemplation of the world and human creations.
The Romanian school's educational ideal consists of the free,
integral and harmonious development of human individuality in
forming the autonomous and creative personality. Schools are a
place of transmission and development of values, whether they are
intentional or not. No school transmits only knowledge. Through
the way they behave, teachers, through the language they use,
through the methods and pedagogy they choose, communicate
values to students and the whole community.
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The six principles underlying the Early Education Curriculum
show that fundamental values are taken into account (Ministry of
National Education, 2019, p.4): The principle of:
1) child-centred education;
2) respecting the rights of the child;
3) integrated development;
4) interculturality;
5) equity and non-discrimination;
6) education as an interaction between educators and
the child.
Early education based on these principles can be said to be
based on the following values: "respect for the unique needs of the
child, equality in the rights regarding education, encouraging the
right to expression and initiative, interdisciplinarity and integrated
teaching, interculturality, equity and non-discrimination"
(Spătărelu, 2019, p. 57).
Education is the realm in which values most often find their
expression. The most important values for society are also found in
education. The goals of education have always been the goals of
society. The ideas they materialised reflected the specific
conceptions of time (Albulescu, 2007, p. 17). The school is where
values and messages from several directions come into contact:
family, church, informal group, media, teachers. That is why the
child is exposed to different sets of values: the personal values of
the teacher, the values of the institution he represents, the values
of the subject taught, the values of the students' class, family
values, community values, transmitted values through the media,
the values of religious institutions (Cucoș, 2013, pp. 119-122).
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4. The play in early education
The game is an act of imagination. When children go out to
play - to run, fly, jump - a different kind of knowledge is activated.
It is a way of believing, which allows children, if they want to, to
run faster than the wind, to jump above the clouds, becoming in an
instant part of the exuberance and playfulness of nature itself
(Lewis, 2009, p. 8).
Kindergarten play helps children to develop self-control,
language and cognitive skills but also social skills.
Early childhood educators have noticed that play helps
children develop skills that they will use throughout their lives, and
that lack of play can result in delayed or incomplete development
(Brown & Vaugh 2009; Copple & Bredekamp 2009). Play is a vital
activity for the development of young children. "Through playing
games, they explore the world, develop knowledge and
accumulate experiences. During the play, they use their
imagination and creativity, having to solve problems" (Maftei,
2019, p. 85). The game is in most of their activities and can be "a
critical social activity with children playing together and learning
how to get along with other children and learning about sharing
and negotiating social contracts" (Wasik & Jacobi-Vessels, 2017).
Many of today's early childhood play-based curriculum
approaches stem from constructivist theories of development
which support the importance of learning through play. Play
provides opportunities for children to explore and have hands-on
experiences with their environment (Singer et al. 2006). Play also
invites children to problem solve, use their imaginations and their
creativity, and experience enjoyment of the world around them. It
is also crucial that play can be a social activity in which children play
together and learn how to get along with other children and
negotiate social contracts (Gagon and Nagle 2004). The play has
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been described as children's work, and that most of the children
are engaged in play.
The game is about the essence of early education lessons.
Rich gaming experiences are developmental opportunities for
children who can reach self-knowledge and understand the world
around them. The game leads to the solid and solid development
of the conception of oneself; it helps children feel that they can
influence others and create harmony and order, all positively and
acceptably. Playing skills, both with objects and ideas, is essential
for both children and adults because play forms skills such as
problem-solving, perseverance and collaboration - skills that
individuals use throughout life (Jones & Cooper 2006).
There are different types of games. The most widespread
distinction is between free play and structured play. Structured
play or guided play refers to play experiences in which the adult
has more of an input, either in initiating the play, controlling
the resources available, or intervening or participating during play.
"Seventy-eight children were tested on their theory of mind
and emotion understanding. The main findings showed that free
play and children's theory of mind is negatively related to
externalising behaviours. Empathy was strongly related to
children's social competence, but free play and social competence
were not associated. Less time for free play is related to more
disruptive behaviours in preschool children; however, certain
emotional functioning skills influence these behaviours
independently of the time children have for free play. These
outcomes suggest that free play might help to prevent the
development of disruptive behaviours, but future studies should
further examine the causality of this relationship" (Veiga, Neto,
Rieffe, 2016, p. 48).
There is the self-active game in free play that is used to
describe children's spontaneous play with materials with various
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possibilities of use, especially reusable materials (Nell, 2013, p.23).
The concept of self-play is not new in early childhood. Friedrich
Frobel (1887/2005) wrote: Play is the highest stage of a child's
development - of human development - it is a self-active
representation of the child's interior. Frobel used the concept of
self-active play as an essential component of ongoing human
development. The child who plays carefully, on his initiative, and
who perseveres until he is physically tired will undoubtedly be a
determined person, capable of sacrifice to promote his good and
the good of others.
Practical approaches and pedagogical research show that a
play experience can become a learning exercise in which children
can be placed in various playful contexts with a formative
character. In support of this idea, Gotesman (2001) pointed out
that the game's activity: can serve, however, to goals that the
player overlooks, but which are inherent in the game, without his
intention and intervention. The game can have a pedagogical
purpose and a well-defined instructive content"; "Instructional
processes, especially those of an exercise nature, can take the form
of play (Gotesman, 2001, p. 217).
The challenge is to adopt a strategy of using the game that
combines freedom with structure. Just as today's childhood is
different from what it was before, so is the game. The old games
are no longer in the lives of today's children. One of these changes
is the spaces in which they play. Clements (2004) established that
today children play more indoors than the last generation,
devoting more time to television and computer games. Karsten
(2005) also reported that today children play more indoors, have
smaller areas where they can play, have fewer playmates, play
more at home, and parents impose more limits on them.
Children are learning less and less from books and more and
more through the media. Computer, internet, satellite connection,
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television and video games are considered essential in the
classrooms.
5. The values transmitted through the play
Playing in itself is valuable for all participating. However,
utilising the situations and settings of playing for learning and
social processes adds a valuable dimension it adds both value and
values. All beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They
are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards
one another in a spirit of brotherhood (Art. 1, United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights).
The game is an educational and training tool for personal and
social development, with an extraordinary power to adjust
behaviours. In and through the game, it is believed that people can
build a better society for themselves and future generations. A
society that does not encourage racist attitudes, violence,
manipulation of competition results, non-compliance with fair play
or ethical rules is a developing society.
Through play, children exercise, make friends, have fun, learn
to cooperate as a team member, learn to play fair and acquire skills
and ideals vital to well-being, self-esteem and self-confidence. At
the heart of these values are the three fundamental Olympic
values: excellence, friendship and respect - respect for the rules,
respect for oneself and respect for others.
Research has shown that, under the right conditions, children
can learn universal values through play and that it plays an
essential role in the social, mental and moral development of
young children. Specific to some games is the group activity, with
all the advantages deriving from its capitalisation within the
instructive-educational process. The game involving cooperation,
collaboration with game partners, the balance between interests,
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reasons for actions and personal efforts with those of the team to
which the person belongs involves joining the team, accepting and
recognising values, assuming responsibilities, leadership and selfhelp, critical and self-critical attitude. Favourable or unfavourable
situations that occur during the consumption of different phases of
the game educate the person who practices sports games.
Emotions and feelings, emotional states experienced, and other
mental processes present in these circumstances are specific to
each person and familiar to the team to which he belongs. They are
determined by the team's successes or failures, which gives a deep
formative character to sports games, which can be capitalised in
achieving development goals.
The game allowed the manifestation of initiative and
independence in actions and manifested in solving game
situations. These become possible only if the person has a
minimum of skills, sufficiently developed motor skills and has been
trained to act within precise rules. Many of the leading theorists of
early education, such as Frobel, Piaget, and Vygotsky, argued for
the use of play as a vital tool in helping children understand their
world. Children learn by acting and thus gain excellent knowledge
about themselves. Through play, children test hypotheses and
evaluate the results' correctness; these results become basic
knowledge, which is used in other situations. This is the process by
which children come to understand the world through play.
"Playing together, discussing, planning, communicating with each
other, resolving and/or preventing conflict while playing are all
valuable social experiences for a child" (Ljubetic, M., Maglica, T.,
Vukadin, Ž., & Bulgarian Comparative Education Society, 2020,
p.127).
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6. Conclusions
Play is a fundamental children's activity that is usually
associated with childhood. By playing, children satisfy their need to
have fun, socialise, move, explore, collaborate, and build a positive
self-image; they develop their creativity and successfully deal with
and resolve problematic situations. As it is the dominant activity
for early and preschool-aged children, which occupies most of their
time, playing is also understood as "one of the most natural ways
people learn.
The benefits of children's play are multiple in terms of both
specific learning (development of speaking, listening, and
observation skills, development of the ability to follow complex
instructions, to wait for one's turn, of perseverance, responsibility)
and personal, i.e. social learning (building self-esteem and respect
for others, developing tolerance, honesty, empathy, responsibility,
recognising and understanding one's own and other people's
feelings). Depending on the child's age and development, and
characteristics, he expresses a desire and a greater or lesser
interest in involving adults in his play activities.
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Aspect of School Integration in
Student Acquisitions and
Performance
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Abstract
This paper aims to study the relationship between school
achievement through learning, school performance, and social and
school integration of students. Regarding learning, characteristics
and particularities of human learning, types, and styles of learning
will be analysed. School performance, often associated with school
success, can be influenced, augmented by certain factors, including
motivation, learning style, literacy level, or even success itself.
School integration will be analysed from several perspectives, given
the diversity of students enrolled in the education system. Each
child is unique in terms of physical, mental, intellectual
development, and health, therefore action plans are developed for
every category of students to achieve equity and equal
opportunities.
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Learning is not a specific human phenomenon but is often
found in the animal world, associated with adaptation. Some
authors define learning as a process of adaptation of the organism
to the environment but differ depending on the stage of evolution
on which each living organism is (Sălăvăstru, 2004). In the opinion
of A. N. Leontiev (as cited in Sălăvăstru, 2004) learning represents
“the process of acquiring the individual experience of behavior”
(p.14) and contributes to the development of the human capacity
to create, to evaluate, and to form himself. A. Clausse (1967, as
cited in Sălăvăstru, 2004) defines learning as “a change in behavior,
achieved by solving a problem that puts the individual in touch to
the environment” (p. 14).
Human learning
Unlike animals, which learn through trial and success,
humans add to this the ability to acquire a background of ideas, to
recall facts, and to plan what can happen, to analyze, to conceive,
and to infer (Thorndike, 1977/1983).
„Learning is that change in human disposition or capacity
that can be maintained and that cannot be attributed to the
growth process. The change called learning manifests itself as a
change in behavior, and its production is deduced by comparing
the behavior that the individual was capable of before being put
in a certain ‘learning situation’ with the behavior that shows after
this treatment. The change may consist (...) in a greater capacity
for a certain type of performance. (...) The change must last more
than a moment; it must be capable of maintenance for some
time” (Gagné, 1965/1975, p.11).

Matei (1995) states that the child's first cognitive structures
are closely related to the unconditioned and instinctual primary
neuro-physiological structures. The learning process goes from
indefinite to definite, from diffuse to conceptual, from perception
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to sensation. Following some experiments, Matei (1995) concludes
that the first perception in young schoolchildren is usually
inaccurate so that the representation of the perceived object is
incomplete. Learning must remove this shortcoming, so this stage
must be followed by an analytical phase. After analysing the object,
retention and reproductive capacity increased significantly.
Thorndike (1977/1983) argues that in school learning based
on reward or sanction in the "trial and error" process, the law of
effect is not enough, and learning needs three laws to work
together: the law of preparation, the law of exercise, and the law
of effect itself. Thus, the individual is considered intelligent insofar
as he has several connections that he can transform associatively.
Progress in learning is largely determined by the following
elements: real knowledge of students' dispositions and skills,
intuition, prior knowledge, interest, willingness to participate,
direct activity, sympathy for the teacher, knowledge, and method,
personality, and personal example of the teacher, living conditions
of students (Matei, 1985).
Types of learning
From a certain perspective, learning can be direct,
intentional, when the individual wants and seeks knowledge, or
indirect, spontaneous, in which the individual does not seek
directly, especially to learn (Sălăvăstru, 2004). Palicica (2002) calls
these two forms of learning systematic and spontaneous,
respectively.
Assimilating education with learning, from the perspective of
how the activity is organized, education can be formal, non-formal,
or informal. Formal education is synonymous with education
obtained in the educational process, through schooling, based on
curricula, curricula, and textbooks. Therefore, it can be considered
a form of intentional learning. Non-formal education is often
associated with extracurricular education, being complementary
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to formal education. It can materialize in school clubs by
disciplines, cultural or sports competitions, festivals, activities in
collaboration with theaters, schools, museums, public libraries, or
media. Informal, unsystematized, non-institutionalized, nonformalized education can act in a disorganized way through the
influences exerted by small or extended social groups, life
experiences and has a profound influence on the learnable because
this type of learning lasts throughout his life (Palicica, 2002).
Formal learning is perceived as institutionalized training,
which represents the compulsory education, variable as period
depending on the school system specific to each country and which
offers as finality a specific certification of the acquired skills. It is a
form of intentional learning by both the learner and the teacher
(Rogers, 2014).
On the other hand, non-formal education is often perceived
as the opposite of formal education, being placed outside the
educational system. Non-formal education is provided by providers
of educational institutions that are not recognized by the state but
can be alternatives. Examples of non-formal education are training
programs offered by certain community institutions, such as
libraries, music schools, foreign language schools, community
centers that organize training courses for various skills: theater,
dance, sports, painting, and others (Tudor, 2013). Non-formal
education is intentional from the perspective of the learner
(Rogers, 2014).
Informal learning is natural, as is breathing, and results from
daily activities associated with work, family, or leisure. It is not
structured and is often not certified. Informal learning can be both
intentional, but often unintentional (Rogers, 2014). It could be
exemplified by individual activities, such as distance learning by
purchasing books and educational materials, individual study
(Tudor, 2013), cooking and music culture classes, use of different
devices, or programs digital (Rogers, 2014).
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A study conducted by Tudor (2013) aimed to identify
teachers' views on the effectiveness of non-formal education. The
results of the study revealed that the way teachers manage to
structure their contents and combine teaching strategies, using
alternative solutions, based on the analysis of the advantages and
disadvantages offered by it is efficient in teaching activities. The
open attitude of the teacher, the permanent adaptability, his
creativity, the increase in students 'skills and acquisitions obtained
from other sources than in the formal framework are advantages
and steps towards increasing the students' school performance.
In the contemporary era, information and knowledge must
be constantly updated due to the information explosion. The three
forms of learning presented above intertwine, complement each
other, and learning becomes a process that does not end with
graduation but lasts a lifetime. Thus, a new concept is emerging
lifelong learning, which applies to all age segments. Lifelong
learning begins with the first years of life, through family
education, and continues with the stages of school life - preschool,
school, vocational, high school, university, postgraduate extending to the end of life (Palicica, 2002).
Learning styles
The concept of learning style describes individual differences
in learning, based on the natural, ordinary, preferred way of
absorbing, processing, and retaining new information and skills.
The learning style can considerably influence the learner's
response to different methods of presenting the content to be
learned (Wu & Alrabah, 2009). A modern educational trend is a
replacement of traditional classroom learning with active forms of
learning, based on personal learning styles, which make this
process more efficient and lead to superior academic results
(Fallan, 2006).
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Each individual has a unique learning style, personal qualities
that influence the ability to acquire information, interact with
others, and participate in the learning experience (Al-Balhan, 2007;
Mupinga et al., 2006). Learning styles are the result of preferences
for a particular way of learning, the context of the learning
environment, the areas of learning growth, and the general way of
conducting each (Rassool & Rawaf, 2007).
Often, the term learning styles is associated with cognitive
styles, thinking styles or ways of learning (Rassool & Rawaf, 2007).
In general, teachers teach in a style that is in line with their
preferences and that they consider effective for themselves
(Healey et al., 2005). Students whose learning style is compatible
with teachers' teaching style tend to retain information longer,
apply it more effectively, and have a positive post-course attitude
toward learning topics (Dinakar et al., 2005).
Chiou and Yang (2006) found in a study that teachers can
influence students' learning styles and occupational stereotypes.
Therefore, it is especially important the model that each teacher
presents because it can affect school results. Both the learning
style and the formative assessment strategy significantly affect the
results of students learning through the computer-assisted
method.
The identification, classification, and definition of learning
styles largely depend on the researcher's perspective. There are
over 80 learning models, each classification highlighting at least
two predominant styles. For example, Markova (1992) identified
six learning styles resulting from the combination of visual,
auditory, and kinaesthetic perceptions (Al-Balhan, 2007). The
learning style can be a combination, or a dominant of one of the
three (Fearing & Riley, 2005). Long and Coldren (2006) refer to six
distinct learning styles: competitive, collaborative, avoidant,
participatory, dependent, and independent.
Kolb identified four learning styles: divergent, assimilative,
convergent, and accommodative (Rassool & Rawaf, 2007),
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although in 1995 he stated that we should not consider them
stereotypes, and in 1999, he developed a measurement tool. for
them (Kolb, 1999). Divergents are described as sensitive,
imaginative, and people-oriented, assimilators are less focused on
people but more interested in abstract ideas and concepts,
convergents can solve problems and prefer technical tasks, and
accommodators excel in active experimentation and concrete
experiences (Rassool & Rawaf, 2007).
Honey and Mumford (as cited in Rassool & Rawaf, 2007)
developed Kolb's learning styles questionnaire and, in 1986 and
1992, identified four learning styles: active, reflective, theoretical,
and pragmatic. Those with a predominantly active learning style
are dominated by immediate experiences, reflexives observe
experiences and prefer to analyze them, theorists adopt logical and
rational tools for problem-solving, and pragmatists are essentially
practical (Rassool & Rawaf, 2007).
Felder and Silverman (1988, as cited in Graf et al., 2009)
developed a questionnaire model for identifying learning styles,
which is combined with Kolb's (1984) model. By combining these
models, Felder-Silverman Learning Style Model (FSLSM) describes
learning styles in detail, characterizing each subject according to
four dimensions: active/reflective, sensory/intuitive, visual/verbal,
and sequential/global (Graf et al., 2009).
According to the Felder-Silverman Learning Style Model
(FSLSM), students who have an active learning style learn better if
they actively work with learning materials, applying, and testing.
They prefer to work in groups, where they can discuss the material
learned. Reflective people prefer to think, reflect on the material
to be learned and work on their own. Students with a sensory
learning style prefer to learn concrete facts, using their sensory
experience and are considered realistic and sensitive. Students
who learn intuitively prefer abstract subjects, theories, principles,
these students being considered more innovative and creative. The
visual/verbal dimension targets students who remember best what
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they saw (diagrams, maps) or those who learn best from textual
representations, regardless of whether they are written or spoken.
In the sequential/global dimension, students are characterized
according to their understanding: graded or holistic (Graf et al.,
2009).
School performance
„Performance is a general concept that means a special,
exceptional achievement, the fulfillment of a task at certain
standards of correctness and completeness. (...) School
performance is a type of performance, not always associated
with exceptional achievements, which appears as a product of
school experience and learning continued at home and
sometimes in other environments with educational impact. (...)
School performance (...) is determined by the performances
obtained previously because the agreement with oneself and
with the obtained results or the disagreement with oneself and
with the results leads to the modification of the performances”
(Gherasim & Butnaru, 2013, p.13).

Performance is the result of all activities and responses of the
subject, the product of experience and learning under the guidance
of the teacher. School performance is expressed by the
performance index, respectively by grades, and has a strong
motivational effect. It intensifies and supports the learning effort,
stimulates the establishment of a high level of performance, and
inspires satisfaction in the development of the experience. The
most important factor in determining the need for performance is
the performance itself. Positive performances tend to increase the
efficiency of learning, while failure determines its diminution
(Lazăr, 1975).
School performance is determined by certain individual
factors, effort, previous school failures, learning strategies,
students' self-esteem, nature of intelligence, self-efficacy, and
contextual factors (Gherasim & Butnaru, 2013).
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A study by Goldenberg et al. (2001) examined the reciprocal
relationship between parents ’expectations and students’ school
performance in a sample of Latino families. The results of the study
indicated that students' school performance influenced parents'
expectations, but on the other hand (Benner & Mistry 2007),
parents' expectations did not influence performance. In short,
there is much empirical evidence to suggest that not only parents'
expectations influence students' expectations and achievements,
but also that achievement can influence parents' expectations.
Wigfield and Eccles (2002) developed the expectancy-value
theory of motivation for achievement. The theory states that
adolescents' expectations and values are influenced by their social
context (parents, teachers, colleagues, neighbors, and community)
and previous academic achievements. Once the expectations and
values of the individual are established, they influence the
academic performance, perseverance, and choice of the academic
topic. In other words, the theory presents causal relationships
between the social context (for example, parents' expectations),
their expectations, and academic achievement.
School success
School success is often associated with school performance
and unsuccess with school failure. Both success and failure can be
discontinuous and temporary. However, there may be situations of
generalized failure, in which the student has difficulty adapting to
school life in general and cannot meet the minimum conditions for
promotion in most school subjects, or limited failure, in which the
student encounters difficulties only in certain subjects. From
another perspective, school failure can be cognitive, when the
student does not achieve the pedagogical objectives proposed in
certain disciplines and achieve extremely poor results, or noncognitive failure, which refers to situations in which the student
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does not adapt from the social view of the school environment
(Sălăvăstru, 2004).
Academic results can be influenced by several factors related
to two directions: social/emotional support and academic support.
How students receive socio-emotional support consist of social
ties, learning communities, health, and counseling, assistance and
leisure services, campus facilities, mentoring, non-discrimination,
capitalizing on minorities, ensuring a sense of security, cultural
capital, fairness, assistance, and personal guidance. Academic
support can be demonstrated through counseling and assistance
regarding pre-enrollment, teacher-student relationship, quality of
education, academic success, providing additional instruction,
flexibility, student-centered learning, differentiating learning by
adapting to students' particular conditions, such as learning (Zepke
& Leach, 2006).
The results of the study by Gumora and Arsenio (2002) on a
sample of 103 students in grades 6-8 indicated that although the
regulation of students' emotions, general emotional states, and
those related to school tasks was correlated, however, each of
these variables had a unique significance on school performance.
Thus, students who had a high level of emotion regulation were
better rated by teachers, and negative emotions related to school
tasks were minimal. Also, students who experienced a combination
of both general and school-related negative emotions had a higher
risk for learning difficulties.
Premises, causes, influences of school performance
School performance is an important reference point for the
achievement of the person as a whole, throughout life. Studies
conducted by Gherasim and Butnaru (2013) have shown that
school results are an important predictor of future school results,
in the sense that success is followed by success, and failure, by
failure. School failure is often associated with dropping out of
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school, entering the labor market at an early age, lacking an
adequate professional qualification, or joining a deviant social
entourage.
Fortier et al. (1995) proposed and tested a model of the
influence of motivation on school performance, based on the
theory of self-determination, developed by Deci and Ryan.
According to this model, perceived academic competence and
perceived academic self-determination influence autonomous
academic motivation, which in turn leads to school performance.
The research hypotheses were confirmed, in other words, it could
be concluded that students who felt competent and selfdetermined in the school context, developed an autonomous
motivational profile towards education, which led them to achieve
school performance.
Berlinski et al. (2009) emphasize the importance of preschool
education on school performance. They showed that, for a sample
of third graders in Argentina, attending at least one year of
kindergarten increases average test scores by 8% and positively
influences self-control, measured by behaviors such as attention,
effort, participation. and involvement in class and discipline.
Albulescu (2020) argues that the level of reading comprehension is
directly proportional to academic success, and a student who has
difficulty understanding the text read will have a higher risk of
dropping out of school.
School motivation. The role of motivation in learning
Motivation is the impulse that causes a person to do a certain
thing. "In the school context, motivation is nothing but the process
that leads, guides and maintains a certain desirable behavior to the
student status: participation in classes, involvement in learning
activities in the classroom and at home, successfully solving tasks"
(Popenici & Fartușnic, 2009, p. 11). On the other hand, school
motivation is not only associated with the object of learning, but
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also with the conditions in which learning takes place and with the
mental processes of the student involved in this process.
The analysis of any motivational process must start from the
learning framework and the situations in which the student is
placed. Thus, Viau (2004) suggests that school motivation is
generated by the student's perceptions about himself and the
learning environment, including teachers, school subjects,
teaching tasks. Weiner (1992), on the other hand, considers that
school success or failure depends on the subjective model where
students explain these phenomena, and which are related to the
intensity of the emotions that accompany them. The effects of
negative emotions can influence the student's attitude and
confidence in himself and the school.
Both Popenici and Fartușnic (2009) and Sălăvăstru (2004)
conclude that the factors that can influence motivation are
grouped in three directions: individual characteristics, family, and
school. Individual characteristics refer to those personal
endowments related to the individual's perception of himself, the
value of the activities he performs, his competence, or the control
he has over the performance of the activity. Often, the effects of
negative emotions can persist either until the next learning
situation or for a longer time.
The family can be a motivating factor from the following
perspectives: socio-material situation, emotional-emotionalintellectual support, family values. Although a modest financial
situation may be an obstacle to maintaining the motivation to
learn, an exceptionally good financial situation does not have to be
a positive guarantee in this regard. In situations where parents can
support their children in doing homework, this will be an
advantage in favor of stimulating and maintaining students'
motivation. The family's values, interests, and attention to
education and learning are also passed on to children. Parents'
attitude towards school is decisive for the attitude that children
will have: if parents do not show respect for teachers and the
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educational activities, children will not do it (Popenici & Fartușnic,
2009; Sălăvăstru, 2004).
Regarding the school as a motivating factor, here must be
considered aspects related to the competence of teachers, their
professional and human training, the model offered by them, the
school context, the physical environment in which the teaching
activities take place, but also the students' preference for a certain
school discipline, towards a certain teacher, towards a certain
didactic strategy or a certain learning style (Jinga & Negreț, 1994;
Popenici & Fartușnic, 2009). Catching and maintaining students'
attention until the end of teaching is the key to teaching success
and is possible only if the students desire to participate actively,
through their effort in the learning activity (Jinga & Negreț, 1994).
Learning motivation is regulated not only from the outside,
by external conditions, family, school, but also from the inside, by
self-motivation, and students can achieve a higher level of
independence from external interventions to teachers. It is
recommended that learners clarify their teachers' expectations,
select those learning strategies with which they are familiar, set
clear goals and precise deadlines for completing their homework,
ask for feedback, to self-evaluate their partial and final results, and
self-reward themselves after fulfilling some important stages (Jinga
& Negreț, 1994; Popenici & Fartușnic, 2009).
Learning style and school performance
Manochehri and Young (2006) argue that learning styles are
significantly related to knowledge performance, namely that
students with assimilative and convergent learning styles perform
better in computer-assisted learning; instead, divergent, and
accommodating students perform better in instructor-assisted
learning. Calissendorff (2006) states that younger students have a
mixed learning style, obtained from the visual-auditory-kinesthetic
combination. This result has been demonstrated in the case of
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children who learn to play an instrument: they go through all the
stages so that they can learn to play. A study by Wang et al. (2006)
found that performance is ranked according to preferred learning
style, namely: assimilative, divergent, accommodative, and
convergent.
Lister found that specific learning styles differentiate
students into three categories: students in need of help, regular
students, and high-achieving students and that there are
differences between the characteristics of the learning style of
students in need of help compared to regular students (Lister,
2005). For example, Brand (1999) and Brand et al. (2002) found
that students with attention deficit disorders were less persistent
in learning. Fine (2002) identified that students with special
education had low persistence, low motivation, and low
responsibility towards students considered normal. Honigsfeld and
Lister (2003) found the same results.
It has been found that learning styles are closely related to
academic performance (Al-Balhan, 2007). The preference for a
particular learning style varies according to gender (Lincoln and
Rademacher, 2006), age, experience, and maturity (Long &
Coldren, 2006; Palloff & Pratt, 2003; Sheridan & Steele-Dadzie,
2005), depending on thinking style, intellect structure (Sheridan &
Steele-Dadzie, 2005), depending on the discipline (Dinakar et al.
2005), and the teacher's teaching style can sharpen, improve the
learning style (Long & Coldren, 2006). The style, ability, and speed
of learning differ from person to person. A study by Șirin and Güzel
(2006) found that students had different information processing
systems and learning styles. The results of the study indicate that
learning styles differ depending on the subjects of study in high
school and the modes of testing at university admission.
Nevot (2008) identifies for each learning style – active,
reflective, theoretical, and pragmatic – the main blockages that
students may encounter and suggests some solutions that teachers
can address to improve these sensitive issues. The most common
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blockages that can hinder the development of an active learning
style are fear of failure or fear of making mistakes, anxiety, feeling
of obligation to do what they do not want, lack of self-confidence,
thinking too carefully about certain things. The proposed solutions
include new activities, things that have never been done before, at
least occasionally, activating curiosity, practicing problem-solving
in groups, changes in activities during classes, discussions,
communication of ideas, solving exercises using repetitive
techniques, allowing mistakes, stimulating critical thinking.
Concerning style, the main blockages are due to insufficient
time for planning and thinking, the need to quickly change activity,
impatience, lack of control, and lack of focus on finality, students
paying more attention to work itself than getting results. Teachers
can improve these aspects by practicing writing carefully, taking
out the blackboard to perform certain tasks, developing protocols,
collecting information through observation, oral communication,
investigation, adding new information, giving time for creative
thinking, providing thought patterns, introducing a stage of
reflection in each action, awakening the joy of knowing, activating,
and maintaining interest, oral presentation of the teacher (Nevot,
2008).
Students who have a predominantly theoretical learning
style may face the following blockages: the urge to stay with first
impressions, preference for intuition and subjectivity, dislike of
structured and organized approaches, excessive dependence on
others (teachers or colleagues), preference for spontaneity, and
risk, inability to convert thoughts into action and inability to
perform and finish the work. The suggestions offered refer to the
careful reading of the theorems, of the problems, analysis of
complex situations, anticipating obstacles and finding solutions to
overcome them, summarizing the theories, formulating
conclusions, practice formulating questions, perseverance,
memorization practice, and automation, application of concepts
(Nevot, 2008).
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The pragmatic learning style can raise certain problems for
students, such as exaggerated thinking about useful things, lack of
vision about the usefulness of what is learned, not completing
topics, distraction, and lack of concentration. Possible suggestions
for remedying these problems are self-correction and selfassessment, seeking help from experienced people, experiments,
and observations, studying techniques used by others, role-playing
games, exercises, and using images (Nevot, 2008).
School performance evaluation
The learning process is self-regulatory, so it requires the
presence of feedback to regulate actions. This inverse connection
is obtained through evaluation (Palicica, 2002). Assessment is a
complex process of pedagogical actions through which the
achievement of the proposed objectives concerning a norm is
measured and evaluated based on certain criteria, a grade is
assigned to the student's performance, the degree of
correspondence between a set of learning information is
examined. by the student and a set of criteria related to a certain
objective, to decide, a judgment is issued, it is estimated to be
verified, a verdict is given (Manolescu & Panțuru, 2008).
The assessment has a pedagogical purpose, that of providing
an answer regarding the students' level of knowledge. The answer
given by the evaluation must be argued, to ensure a clear
justification of the appreciation that the teacher makes of the
students' works. Sometimes, the teacher's grading can be
subjective, influenced by certain disturbing effects: the "halo"
effect, in which a partial impression expands and becomes general,
categorizing weak or good students; the “Pygmalion” effect, in
which the evaluator's stereotypes generate predictions that are
fulfilled so that students who are constantly disregarded and
discouraged by the teacher will fail in that subject; the contrast
effect, in which students' results are assessed differently if they are
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obtained in different contexts; the inertia effect, in which the
evaluator maintains a certain stereotype in the case of students
with different performances (Cucoș, 1996/2014; Popenici &
Fartușnic, 2009; Sălăvăstru, 2004).
Cucoș (1996/2014) come into notice to some undesirable
symptomatic behaviors that evaluators may have and can affect
the quality of evaluation: psychotic syndrome, in which teachers
turn evaluation into an opportunity to display their power and
personality; the symptom of exaggerated objectivity, in which
teachers seek impartiality and tend to measure students' behavior
more than assessed content; the symptom of the instrumentalist,
in which teachers are overwhelmed by the technique of the
assessment tool in the detriment of the assessment itself; the
symptom of misappropriation, in which the assessment is used as
a means of maintaining order or as punishment; the symptom of
conformity, where the teacher considers correct in the evaluation
only the information provided by him or those from sources
specified by him.
School integration
School integration must be analyzed from several
perspectives, considering the categories of students existing in the
education system. Every child has their rhythm of physical, mental,
and intellectual development, therefore, even if they all belong to
the same age group, there are physical, mental, and intellectual
differences between them. Some differences may consist of
deficiencies, disabilities, handicaps, or, on the other hand,
excellence, and giftedness. Other differences can be ethnic,
religious, behavioral, or related to a certain socio-economic
condition.
The problem that appears in this context of the
heterogeneity of student groups is not the uniformity and
alignment of all to the same standards, but the identification of
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ways to capitalize on each other's skills and abilities, mitigating the
negative aspects involved in the instructional-educational process.
Special situations
To correctly understand the problem of people with special
educational needs, it is necessary to define the three associated
terms: deficiency, disability, handicap. Deficiency is a medical issue
and "refers to a deficiency established by clinical or paraclinical
methods and means, functional operations or other evaluations
used by medical services, a deficiency that may be sensory, mental,
physical, locomotor, neuropsychic or language" (Gherguț, 2013, p.
19). The deficiency consists in the temporary or permanent loss or
disturbance of a physiological or anatomical structure and is
presented as a state of functional abnormality, with pathological
aspects, which affects the capacity and quality of the process of
adaptation and school, professional or social integration of the
individual (Gherguț, 2013).
Disability or incapacity is a functional aspect and "represents
a loss, a total or partial decrease of physical, locomotor, mental,
sensory, neuropsychic possibilities, etc., a consequence of a
deficiency that prevents the normal performance of certain
activities" (Gherguț, 2013, p 19). Disability consists of certain
changes, limitations, or disturbances of the capacity to adapt, with
effects on the development of the level of personal, professional,
or social autonomy (Gherguț, 2013).
Handicap results from a deficiency or disability that limits or
prevents the fulfillment of a role in a cultural, social context, being
considered a social disadvantage. The disability consists in the
particularities of the relationship of the disabled person and his
living environment, being highlighted especially in the context of
cultural, physical, or social barriers that prevent access to various
activities or social services, in which other people can normally
participate (Gherguț, 2013).
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In Romania, children with disabilities have access to different
forms of education and can be enrolled, depending on the degree
of disability, in the special education system or mainstream
education. Children with moderate disabilities, learning difficulties
and language disorders, socio-affective or behavioral disorders are
integrated into mainstream schools where they can benefit from
educational support services. Special education is organized
according to the type of disability – mental, hearing, visual, motor,
and other associated disabilities. The identification of deficiency
type and its degree is within the competence of the Commission
for Child Protection, an institution subordinated to the county
councils.
Children in special education can follow the boarding school
curriculum, the adapted boarding school curriculum, or the special
school curriculum. Also, the duration of schooling may differ. For
example, for children with severe mental disabilities, the duration
of schooling in primary and secondary education can be 9-10 years,
which means that it is 1-2 years longer than the 8 years spent in
mainstream education. During schooling, children with special
educational needs have access to psycho-pedagogical
rehabilitation and recovery resources – medical and social – and to
other types of specific intervention services available in the
community or specialized institutions, including special education
(Organizația pentru Cooperare Economică și Dezvoltare, 2007).
Minorities
A longitudinal study by Moody (2001) on a group of
teenagers that examines the relationship between formal
integration indicated by racial heterogeneity and background
integration indicated by patterns of inter-racial friendships showed
that racial similarity is generally preferred in social relations. The
problem of segregation of racial friendship is complex. History
shows that people prefer people who are like them. While
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similarity, balance, and status are important at the individual level
in forming friendships, the structural constraints of population
distribution affect people's ability to achieve individual
preferences.
It is known that students belonging to the Roma community
have a lower level of schooling and a higher dropout rate than
other students. The most frequently involved factors in the
phenomenon of socio-economic exclusion are poverty,
unemployment/unemployment, internal and external migration,
lack of personal documents, geographical location. On the other
hand, the attitude of distrust, prejudice, lack of motivation, lack of
models to and from the Roma community have a negative
influence on the school integration of Roma children (Arbex et al.,
2013).
To increase the level of schooling and to improve the quality
of education for the Roma population, various opportunities have
been created and several intervention tools have been developed.
They consider first of all the analysis of the environment from
which the students come, the belonging to the school units, and
the knowledge of the particularities of the local community to
which the students belong. Another important element in these
strategies is the creation of links with those students, followed by
the design and implementation of specific, personalized action
plans, which include collaboration with students' families. A
permanent monitoring of students' progress, counseling them and
their families, can make a positive contribution to school success.
The evaluation of the whole process ensures the feedback and
reiteration of the strategies (Arbex et al., 2013).
Gifted students
Gifted students are considered those who have high mental
abilities and are associated with certain attributes: wisdom,
brilliance, sharp mind, sharpness. They demonstrate attitudes,
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dispositions, and habits that lead to objectivity, impartiality, an
open mind, and practice metacognition, analyzing their thought
process. Gifted children are driven by a special curiosity, being
eager to understand how they can make improvements, to
produce useful values for society (Kelemen, 2010).
Jarvin and Subotnik (2006) suggest that gifted students in
academic fields, such as the humanities, need analytical skills,
creative skills, and practical intelligence. Teachers, families, and
communities play an important role as they provide resources,
mental stimulation, places, and opportunities to promote their
skills, motivation, and success. Expert teachers in their field help
students acquire specific techniques and knowledge and facilitate
students' transition from looking at others for feedback to become
self-critical.
School counselors have the role of helping gifted students in
academic fields to be able to manage their self-doubt and
unhealthy perfectionism, to teach them techniques to reduce
stress and anxiety, to support their intrinsic motivation, to train
them in organizing and own time management, to facilitate their
communication and social skills that will help students to interact
correctly in collaborative relationships with colleagues (Peterson,
2006).
Although the general vision converges towards the
integration in mass education of all categories of students, there
are still opinions that gifted students, for example, cannot develop
to their full potential in such a heterogeneous group. The
arguments refer to the partial or total dissatisfaction of their
intellectual and emotional needs, due to the insufficiency or nonexistence of additional educational means (David, 2008).
Conclusions
To improve the act of learning and school performance,
students must acquire certain knowledge and skills to use study
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methods. Some of these tools are scientific reading or the art of
reading (Albulescu, 2020; Sălăvăstru, 2009), taking notes (Jinga &
Negreț, 1994; Sălăvăstru, 2009), planning the study rigorously by
correctly evaluating the time available, achieving a study schedule,
exercising perseverance, cultivating self-confidence, creating a
learning environment (Jinga & Negreț, 1994), RICAR method:
browsing (răsfoire) – questions (întrebări) – reading (citire) –
memory (amintire) – recapitulation (recapitulare) (Sălăvăstru,
2009).
Some studies have shown that many students who have
learning difficulties consider school activities as negative
experiences, which they cannot control (Fincham et al. 1989), and
learned helplessness affects learning motivation (Valas, 2001). Due
to these difficulties in important matters, despite the effort, they
attribute the failure to internal factors, which increase the degree
of distrust in their strengths.
Studies on the relationship between assignment and school
results have shown that students who made internal assignments,
stable and personal, assumed their ability or effort, obtained
better results than those who made external assignments,
unstable and non-personal (Liu et al. 2009; Meyer et al., 2010).
How students may attribute their failure may vary depending
on the frequency of exposure to failure. Thus, previous, repeated
school failures can lead to the attribution of this situation to
uncontrollable causes, while sporadic failures can lead to the
attribution of controllable causes (Au et al., 2009).
Objective integration is achieved when the child with
disabilities is transferred from a special school to a boarding school,
and the class he enters will change his educational design to
integrate him into the team.
School integration of students with special educational needs
(SEN) can be achieved if it intervenes correctly and in time in the
child's life by early detection of disabilities, early diagnosis and
assessment, early intervention and psychological and psycho77

pedagogical counseling, collaboration, and involvement of parents
and services community (Roșan, 2015).
Every person in one of the situations that incapacitates him
in one way, or another needs to be provided with adequate living
conditions, to ensure a normal physical, functional and social life,
they need rehabilitation with the support of the community they
belong to, need social inclusion based on positive actions and nondiscrimination, need equal opportunities for education, support
services and social protection (Gherguț, 2013).
Educational programs for gifted students must be developed
in such a way as to be consistent with the specifics of their thinking.
These programs should bring to their attention real problems, in
which students ask clear and precise questions that lead to well
thought out solutions, collect and evaluate relevant information
using abstractions in their interpretation, open thinking in
alternative thinking systems, recognizing assumptions,
implications, and consequences, communicates effectively with
others (Kelemen, 2010).
The education of gifted children requires a special
educational program, with an adapted Curriculum, accelerated
academic pace, additional courses, and specially trained teachers
to work with them. This type of program aims at the enormous
learning potential of students, directing educational influences
away from mainstream education, to stimulate them. It is created
especially according to individual developmental characteristics
and is found everywhere in the world (Kelemen, 2010).
Research has shown that school performance is influenced
by individual and contextual factors: implicit beliefs about
intelligence, academic self-perception, style of attribution on
school results, the orientation of learning goals, motivation,
support received from teachers, colleagues, family (Gherasim &
Butnaru, 2013).
The school performance that a student can achieve is unique,
incomparable, specific to the individual, and depends on the level
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of school acquisitions, the style, and capacity for learning, physical,
mental, and intellectual conditions, the level of socio-emotional
and intellectual integration. If for some students it can be a normal
result, obtained without much effort, for others it can be an
excellent performance. Each child is unique, must not be
compared, and his level of performance can only be measured with
himself.
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Abstract
The study presents the context generated with the
development of technology and its impact on society in recent
decades. The characteristics of each generation are exposed from
the perspective of important events, using world-renowned names,
namely: Baby Boomers, generation "X", generation "Y", generation
"Z". The research analyses more broadly the “Z” generation and
provides information about changing the social paradigm and
interpersonal relationships through the advent of the Internet and
later through the development of online social networks.
Perspectives are offered on how the last generation spent their
time, during the isolation generated by the pandemic. The
widespread use of social networks has influenced individuals and
their lifestyles, but the younger generation is the first to be affected
by new technological challenges. Understanding the new social
paradigm contributes to adapting the approaches to children and
young people.
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1. Introduction
Given that we live in the development of technology and
experience a new social media revolution, it is appropriate to
understand the perspectives of social life of groups and society in
today's context. Today we discover that the human being has
become a producer of information in a new space. public.
Life is digitizing a lot with the monopoly of the Internet
(Taplin, 2019). In the past, virtual reality was more of a science
fiction topic, but today technology is widely available worldwide.
Now interpersonal relationships have entered a new stage of
multidimensional communication, and social interactions in the
virtual world overlap. with those in the real world and even gained
supremacy. The communication paradigm is changing, and
individuals are becoming interested in the online environment.
With the emergence of several social networks, several areas
of interest among the population were covered. Some are oriented
towards certain fields of activity, others for the development of
romantic relationships or to share common interest - music, travel,
gastronomy, etc. (Casadei, Bilotto, 2016). Through the multitude of
areas addressed, social networks are in a sense, agora1 from
antiquity.
In the 21st century it is observed that the digitalization of
societies “is based on social networks, which have removed the
spatial barriers that in the past did not communicate and
transformed the world into a global village ... In such a society, the
values and norms of conduct are less dictated by place of origin and
social position”(Valkenburg; Piotowski, 2017, p. 284). Social
networks are part of the daily program, being irresistible.

1

The agora was the public square in the cities of ancient Greece where
the main institutions were located and where public meetings were held,
according to the Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian Language (2012).
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Individuals are free to access what they want, for the offer is
indubitable: a bene placito2.
By researching the impact of social networks on young
people we can discover how they reinforce traditional values and
practices in the new generation (Spyer, 2017). The online
environment offers alternatives for all ages. Specifically, adults
have accounts on Facebook, teenagers on Tik Tok and Instagram,
and most on WhatsApp. However, the young generation remains
the category most exposed to the virtual environment, and the
implications are long-term.
Every year the number of people using at least one social
platform increases. A study by Clement (2020) indicates that,
starting with 2019, the average daily use of social networks around
the world amounts to 144 minutes per day, compared to 142
minutes in the previous year. Currently, the country with the
highest number of social media users per day is the Philippines,
with online users spending an average of three hours and 53
minutes per day on social media.
The ability to express yourself freely and communicate
according to your own preferences, to collaborate with others by
producing and exchanging texts, photos, audio and video
materials, present contemporary opportunities. Thus, each user
transforms from consumer to content creator, in a context in which
knowledge is democratized. The enormous interest in social media
is indicated by the large number of active users in each country
(Galov, 2020).
The development of technology has contributed to the
facilitation of some activities, but has also influenced the behavior
of users (Tasențe, 2014). Young people are the most exposed to
the phenomenon, taking into account the current social context
and multiple and very attractive technological offers. The digital
2

"A bene placito" is a Latin expression meaning "as you please, as you
please," according to the online version of the Merriem Webster Dictionary.
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impact is also related to a new family paradigm, in which parents
are busy and spend very little time with the younger generation.
The interaction between generations is limited to general aspects,
which contributed to the rapprochement between children and
technology. Moreover, the lack of information from an educational
perspective, on the risks taken, favoured the development of the
partnership between young people and the virtual world.
Therefore, the study focuses on the young generation that lives,
having social networks as "reliable friends".
The development of social platforms has influenced several
areas, including commercial. The consumer compartment has
changed, and the manufacturer has generally tried to adapt to the
new conditions. The young people were the first to reorient
themselves towards the possibility of purchasing certain products.
Any social platform has a continuous flow of content, and the visual
story has emerged as a strategy for attracting those from the
virtual space (Walter; Gioglio, 2014).
Some studies show that the emergence of social networks
has changed the perspective of individuals on life regardless of
their habitat. More precisely, as there is a continuity between
offline and online space, in the context of connections, there is a
transition from rural to urban landscape (Venkatraman, 2017).
Participants on social networks can get involved in discussions,
sending video or audio messages, even if the recipient is in another
part of the world.
The EU Kids Online 2020 (Smahel, 2020) analysis on children
and the Internet, conducted in 19 countries, indicates the new
perspective on virtual activity. Thus, most children use
smartphones almost all the time, which led to an increase in
internet usage time compared to a similar survey in 2010
conducted by EU Kids Online. Although in some countries
children's daily time in the online environment has doubled, they
have not been informed about existing risks, such as the use of
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personal data, fraud, exposure to harmful and violent content, but
also virtual harassment.
The young generation is becoming interested, regardless of
the environment, rural or urban, in the quality of the signal for
connecting to the internet. Rene Decartes's statement, "cogito
ergo sum" (cogito ergo sum), comes to be updated in the form
"post, so I exist". And all this at the cost of losing security,
confidentiality and freedom, finally (Taplin, 2019). The following
decades will show the repercussions of spending time in the online
environment. Currently, interactions in the virtual environment are
part of everyday normality, and the absence there means a lack of
connection to everyday life.
Over time, defining the term "generation" has been a real
challenge, being a fairly broad concept, and any attempt at
periodization has its limits. Controversies regarding the definition
of the term have arisen against its use in many areas, such as to the
social, political, economic to the fields of exact sciences. Therefore,
the bipartite vision appears on the meaning of the term generation
(Șerban, 2011), considering the broad meaning of the concept,
applied at the level of socio-cultural layers in a certain historical
period, but also the particular meaning that follows the groups of
individuals who act within a society at the level of a specific field
(political, artistic, literary, etc.).
Originally, the word generation comes from the Latin
generātiō, -onis, which means "reproduction". This in turn, derives
etymologically from generō, -are, -avi, -atum, meaning "to give
birth", "to create", " to produce". Both words, however, have their
origin in the Greek gignomai ("to give birth"), gignosko (to know
from within the known or to have knowledge), genos (small
parental groups that identify themselves as units) and genesis
(”birth”, “Origin”) (Ilie, Botezatu, 2016). In Romanian, the word was
adopted in the French chain and, according to DEX3, means first of
3

The Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian Language, 2012, page 433
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all, "all people in a given social community who are about the same
age" defining "the period of time that separates the age of the
father from that of the son”.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, several
researchers studied the subject by presenting certain directions of
thinking to understand the concept. The Frenchman François
Mentré (1920), in the spirit of positivism and under the influence
of the rhetoric of Auguste Comte4, emphasizes the idea that social
generation has its origin in the idea of family generation, given that
the mentality of a dominant group imprints its aspirations on a
society. historical time.
On the other hand, the Spaniard Ortega y Gasset considers
that generation seems to be the most useful tool for exploring the
past or anticipating the future. Individuals of about the same age,
with intellectual training within similar parameters, experiencing
certain social, cultural events, special policies are landmarks for
defining a generation (Jorge Acevedo-Guerra, 2017). The discovery
of a perspective on the reality of human life over a period of time
is related, according to Ortega y Gasset, with the implementation
of a past structure in the present challenges.
The German sociologist Karl Mannheim in his work The
Problem of Generation, published in 1928, emphasizes the idea
that the notion of generation changes its meaning over time, but
also according to successive ideological changes (Wolff, 1993). The
affirmations are based on the positive interpretation aimed at
identifying a pattern, based on which progress is made at the social
level, and the romantic interpretation, ie explaining the spirit of the
era, neither progressive nor unitary. Environment, heredity and
education are the basic pillars for defining the sociological state of
a generation.
4

Auguste Comte (1798-1857) was a French sociologist and considered
the founder of the theory of positivism a philosophical and political movement
that enjoyed a very wide diffusion in the second half of the nineteenth century.
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Given the complexity of the subject, establishing an
exhaustive definition of generations is not an easy task. Professor
Julius Petersen, a disciple of the Germans Erich Schmidt and Gustav
Roethe, considers that “a new generation emerges when the work
of the previous one has its accounts clearly completed. The gaps
that the previous generation's system leaves open indicate to the
next generation the way forward” (Petersen, 2013, p. 136). From
the perspective of the French critic Albert Thibaudet, a generation
is "a true measure of social duration", and for semantic
delimitation uses two phrases: the biological generation, based on
age, and the creative generation, defined by the profile of
individuals who share the same vision socio-cultural mechanism
(Șerban, 2016).
In Romania, the preoccupations for this subject appear at the
beginning of the ‘30s when the Romanian Philosophy Society holds
meetings on the topic “The problem of generations” in which
thinkers from that time participate. The controversies and conflicts
of interest were determined by the various opinions expressed on
the topic under study. The sociologist Mircea Vulcănescu is the first
to publish in 1930 a series of articles about the phenomenon of
generations, and in 1934 he made the study "Generation"
published in the magazine "Criterion". People living in a certain
period of time are defined from a multiple perspective considering
all areas, from biological to sociological, historical, psychological,
cultural and economic (Perian, 2011).
The phrase “generational cohort” defines how a group of
individuals are similar, not only because they were born in the
same time period, but also because they experienced major events
together with a major impact on society (Meredith and Schewe,
1994). Each collective experience has contributed to the
establishment of a set of values, beliefs, and lifestyles that
distinguish a generation cohort from the previous one (Rogler,
2002).
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Thus, a generation represents the demographic cohort from
a certain period, and the name is related to the context in society.
In essence, the fundamental notion of generation cohort is that
individuals are formed and formed through their personal
attachment to the historical and societal events that took place in
their formative years (Holbrook and Schindler, 1994).
Generally, generation labels, such as Baby Boomers,
Generation "X", Generation "Y", Generation "Z" come from
America, but are used in research in many countries around the
world, the basis of lived experiences and events. The division into
categories helps to conduct studies in various fields, but also to
develop strategies that capitalize on the potential of each historical
period (Ting H., Lim T., Run E., Koh H., Sahdan M, 2018).
Periodization based on the evolution of society is related to
certain events that had a major impact in that context. For
example, the “Baby Boom” generation targets people born after
World War II, the generation being so named because of the
“boom”5 in birth rates in the United States (Smith, 2020).
Studies over time continue with the new cohort, called "X"
because the lack of problems, prosperity have contributed to
superficiality and loss of identity. The representatives of this period
did not stand out with some major achievements. In order for there
to be a certain logic, we continued with the letters of the alphabet
for the following cohorts Y, Z.
Regarding social networks, the term refers to the web service
designed to create virtual links between users, with social,
commercial, political and educational applications. The
interconnection of individuals through the congruence between
the internet, the network platform and its users has contributed to
the formation of a social structure used throughout the world.
5

Boom
means
prosperity
in
English
according
to
https://www.dictionarenglez.ro/englez-roman/boom, but in this context it has the
meaning of demographic explosion
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2. Description of the young generation in the XXI century in the
literature
Since 1952 in the paper The Problem of Generations, the
German sociologist Karl Mannheim considers that each generation
inherits a collective consciousness that occurs when individuals,
from a similar age group or cohort, experience similar social and
political events. To define the identity of a generation, the moment
when individuals reach maturity is followed, and the rhythm and
intensity of social or political events play an important role (Pilcher
1994).
The research of a generation considers the similarities and
differences of individuals, and their relation to life, family, work,
money and social interaction. In recent years, studies of
generational cohorts have gone through different stages, and
currently the communities of psychology and sociology explores
patterns of similarity and difference between generations. People
in a certain generation are those who have common habits and
form a collective memory, helping them to integrate into a social
paradigm (Eyerman, Turner 1998). An individual's life comprises
four life cycles: youth, adulthood, middle age, and old age. Thus, a
cohort is a group that lives the same phase of life and sets its limits
and ideals according to peers (Strauss, Howe, 1991).
Researchers such as Tapscott, Twenge, Meredith, Noble,
Miller have defined, according to age categories, people in recent
decades according to the following structure: Baby Boomers,
Generation X, Generation Y, Generation Z. The main directions
about generations are similar in studies. over time, small
differences occur in establishing the beginning and end of a cohort
(Edge, 2013). What is certain is that contemporary people of a
certain period have specific features, similar lifestyle and identical
relationship to technology.
No generation has been spared challenges, but it has also
benefited from certain opportunities that have contributed to the
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maturation of individuals. According to Vincent (2005), different
historical generations have had greater or lesser opportunities for
economic success, social mobility, migration, personal security,
marriage and family development. Edmunds and Turner (2005)
also mention that the temporal position of a generation is
important from the perspective of the opportunities and resources
available. Depending on the use of existing means, there have been
some changes in family and social life, but also in society. . Thus,
the existing specific elements prepare the context for a new
generational cohort.
Following the research conducted by the Pew Research
Center6, the generations were divided according to year of birth,
family structure, life stage or historical events. Each generation is
influenced by the cultural environment and socio-political context
that determines the formation of certain habits, and therefore
values and perspectives on the world differ from generation to
generation (Smith & Clurman, 1997).
In this paper, the generational picture is presented,
according to the structure of Don Tapscot from the book Digital
Growths (2011). At the last cohort, more information appears,
because it represents the target group of the study.
Characteristics of the "Baby Boomers" generation
The “Baby Boomers” generation includes people born
between 1945 and 1964 and are called the “Cold War Generation”
or “Generation of Economic Growth” (Tapscott, 2011, p. 41). The
name is related to the Second World War, when the United States
experienced prosperous times and, as a result, the birth rate
increased, generating a population explosion during that period.
6

The Pew Research Center is an objective research center that informs
the public about the issues, attitudes, and trends that shape the world. The center
conducts public opinion polls, demographic research, content analysis and other
research in the field of data-based social sciences.
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The advent of television, at the same time, shaped the lives of
individuals, and the new information channel became a strong
counter-candidate for the radio and film industry.
Representatives of this generation grew up during the postwar economic prosperity characterized by social and political
unrest. Other key events in the United States were, for example,
the Vietnam War, the civil rights movement, and the assassination
of President Kennedy and Martin Luther King (Bradford 1993).
During this period there are mass protests against the national
authority and institutions caused by the failures of some political
leaders and not only (Kupperschmidt 2000). Consumerism is on the
rise, being influenced by the prioritization of work and selffulfillment, even to the detriment of time spent in the family.
Individuals of this generation are active, optimistic, and have
been contemporaries in the United States with the human rights
movement and the hippie movement. Later, economic problems
changed the perspective, so that people became more skeptical
and selfish.
In general, individualism, optimism and self-confidence
define this age group. Professional development and interest in the
material part are constantly pursued objectives. Despite their age,
people want to be approached directly and seek to be useful to
society (Rowson, 2016). There is interest in adapting to technology,
and the most used social platform is Facebook (Walgrove, 2015).
Characteristics of the “X” generation
Generation X represents people born between 1965 and
1979. It is also known as the "generation with the key to the neck"
or "the MTV generation". During this period the birth rate
decreased a lot and hence the use of the term "baby bust7". But
7

Baby bust - an expression that refers to the decline in population growth
that followed the baby boom period; bust (lb.eng.): decline, decrease, Tapscott,
2011, p. 43.
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the expression that managed to impose itself for the name of this
generation was Generation X, after the title of Douglas Coupland's
novel (Tapscott, 2011, p. 43). People of this generation lived their
adolescence during the expansion period of television, but kept the
habit of reading newspapers and listening to the radio.
In terms of technology, efficiency is recognized and social
media are used. Withdrawals arise when it comes to online
financial transfers. It is no coincidence that Generation X is
described as falling between two seats, ie between the digital and
analog eras (Slootweg, Emilie; Rowson, Bill, 2018). Every day,
people in this cohort check emails, and research shows that
Generation X individuals prefer to be informed when buying a
service (Vavre, 2015).
Generation "X" appreciates the opinions of other people, is
loyal to a brand, and the online environment is seen as the main
channel for connecting with the world. Also called the "lost"
generation8, being exposed to divorces and long-term
kindergartens. The children did not have good relations with their
parents and hence the desire not to imitate their behavior.
Individuals in this age group are passive, uninterested in going to
the polls, characterized by skepticism and increased selfishness.
Often questions like, "What do I get out of this?" "Why me?"
(Taylor; Gao, 2014).
In the context of societal challenges, he is particularly
interested in traditional values and family security. Then, the
representatives of this generation try to maintain a balance
between professional and personal life. They are ingenious, selfesteem and independent appreciating the moments spent with
friends (Harber, 2011). Compared to other generations, the Xs live
8

The phrase "Lost Generation" appears in the literature and refers to a
group of American authors, including Ernest Hemingway, Gertrude Stein, F.
Scott Fitzgerald, and TS Eliot, whose works often depict the internal struggles of
those who lived after the First World War. world, also called the "lost generation"
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in more tense situations, so they seek to maintain a positive image
of their own lives.
Representatives of this generation were more interested in
completing higher education compared to the previous generation
(Reeves, 2006). Therefore, they are more responsible, attentive to
family relationships and financial management. In our country it is
known as the generation of "decree"9, ie individuals born since the
summer of '67, when the fertility rate in Romania exploded from
1.9 to 3.7 children / woman, following the policy of banning
abortions ( Full, 2015). They spent their childhood during
communism and in the transition years, aspects that determined
their attitude of concern in capitalism towards procuring the
means necessary for a decent living. The large number led to the
development of competitiveness, personal resource planning, and
the period lived it was characterized by a change in mentalities and
habits.
Members of this generation have been labeled "latchkey",
given their adolescence spent at home alone, because, in addition
to fathers, their mothers were at work. Terms such as "sandwich"
or "slacker" also appear in the increase in the number of singleparent families, music videos, personal computers, have led to the
development of independent and self-sufficient attitudes (Berl,
2006). Flexibility, freedom, informal structures, resistance to
authority and the traditional hierarchy are specific elements for
this. generation (Edge, 2013).
Characteristics of the “Y” generation
Generation Y, also known as "Millennials"10, is made up of
people born between 1980 and 1994. Childhood and adolescence
decrețel, decreței s. m. child born between 1968-1990, when the
communist regime banned abortions and discouraged the use of contraceptives
according to the Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian Language, online
version.
10
Millennials - "children of the end of the millennium"
9
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were lived without a smartphone and social media, as the first
iPhone appeared in early 2007, and the social network Facebook
impacted the world in 2008. Therefore, technology gets used daily,
it becomes part of everyday life (Slootweg; Rowson, 2018).
Representatives of this generation are linked to the following
key events: the fall of the World Center towers, the Columbine
massacre, multiculturalism, globalization, the Internet, non-hourly
news and reality TV. They grew up in a more diverse and tolerant
society, in which equality was promoted (Berl 2006). There is also
interest in working digitally, for personal development, for
teamwork and for contacts based on social networks (Espinoza,
Ukleja and Rusch 2010).
The “Generation Y” study, conducted in 2016, highlights the
fact that individuals in this generation are immune to marketing
and sales techniques because they have become accustomed to
them from an early age amid the diversity of advertising campaigns
and technology development. People in this cohort have a special
interest in achieving specific goals and are very creative. From the
perspective of education, it is one of the most educated
generations, being in the attention of young parents and living in
accessible social groups. The use of the Internet has contributed to
their flexibility in terms of communication, fashion and daily
choices (Sendek & Hobart, 2016).
Regardless of the changes around them, they adapt very
easily, but they have problems in the financial field. Large
investments are made on loans, and parents also contribute to the
payment of instalments. Although they are not loyal to some
brands, from the perspective of the unit and have the courage to
uphold their rights through public demonstrations (Kubiatko,
2013). Millennials were contemporaries of the development of the
Internet and computers, but the relationship was "love and hate"
in terms of technology. They are delighted with the authenticity,
appreciate the experiences in which they actively participate, from
concerts, social events to sports concerns.
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3. The profile of the “Z” generation in the context of the
expansion of the current social networks
According to the study "Innovation Report by Samsung"
generation "Z", called iGeneration, Centannials or "digital natives",
refers to people born after 1995 to 2012. Currently, 32% of the
world's population is part of Generation Z, being thus the category
with the largest representation in the world, and in Romania there
are approximately 2.26 million people from Generation Z aged
between 13 and 23 years (Seol, 2020, page 7). Therefore,
globalization and technologicalization has influenced them since
they came into contact with the world, shaping their conception of
life.
Members of Generation Z are true "digital natives", being
small accustomed to manipulating devices, ie smartphones and
tablets. They had access to the Internet, watched posts on YouTube
and are the first to grow up with social media. Members of this
generation reported to the computer as boomers reported to
television (Tapscott, 2011).
Compared to previous generations, the “Z” generation,
although it places great emphasis on autonomy and independence,
prefers to be part of certain groups on social networks (Snow,
2020). To find out information, search the internet, avoiding the
help of other people. Individuals of this generation are
multitasking, using several devices at the same time, which leads
to a decrease in their degree of concentration.
Generation Z, as a whole, is defined “by technology, fluidity,
openness to the new, a new cultural imprint (uniqueness,
authenticity, creativity, recognition) and paradoxes. Their profile is
deeply divided between vanity and community spirit; however,
they are inevitably linked to striking similarities” (Seol, 2020, p.8).
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With the help of technology, individuals are informed by
Wikipedia11 and Google12, which represent their encyclopedias.
Facebook, the most used by Millennials and Generation X, is being
replaced by Instagram and Snapchat. Whatsapp replaces email,
being more direct and faster, and YouTube takes the place of
traditional TV. Communication has priority through social media,
and must be short and incisive, able to stimulate curiosity starting
from a visual image. The visual is a key element in the daily activity
and the self-image is directly related to the number of followers.
The members of this generation accept collaboration activities and
personalized content within some projects.
Life for this generation takes place between reality and
virtual, between online and offline. Despite the advantages of
technology, studies indicate that the morbid and excessive
relationship with the Internet has negative effects on their sense
of happiness and contentment. The virtual world is accessible,
through portable means, and with a click the connection with
friends can take place. The biggest fear is related to disconnection,
which automatically means losing the ability to see the posts of
others.
The emergence of the "Z" generation coincides with some
characters who have marked history in one way or another, such
as Dolly the sheep, the first mammal successfully cloned from an
adult cell, with Michael Joseph Jackson Jr., the first child of the late
pop star Michael Jackson, but also with the McCaughey septuplets,
the first known set in the world of surviving septuplets. For the
representatives of this cohort, Hong Kong has always been under
Chinese rule, the Lion King has been present on Broadway, and
Harry Potter is the star of the books read (White, 2017).
11

Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia with free access, according to
information from https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Despre_Wikipedia
12
Google is the most used search engine in the world according to the
study presented by Shaw (2020)
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Moreover, technology is a normality, ambition a virtue from
a strategic point of view, passion a motivating factor, and religious
interest is very low. According to White (2017), Generation Z is
defined by five important factors as follows: (1) marked by
recession - growth in a post-9/11 world; (2) Wi-Fi enabled; (3)
multiracial; (4) sexual fluid; and (5) post-Christian.
According to the study conducted by Francis and Hoefel
(2018), members of Generation Z are interested in the truth and
want to follow, as motivation, stories based on real facts. This
explains why they appreciate influencers, youtubers and instagram
stories. They are confident in their potential and I know that only
through work can they succeed. Generation Z children were born
in a time of economic and financial crisis and are therefore
accustomed to a fast and unstable world. Representatives of this
generation are creative, and social media applications such as
TikTok, Instagram, YouTube are incorporated into daily life. Regular
discussions address issues such as gun protection, immigration, fair
and equal treatment of minorities. There is a special interest in
personal branding and openness to posting privacy issues online.
Generation Z is interested in physical health, but also
sensitive to environmental issues, such as global warming and
ecology. It also promotes projects to improve civil society and
citizens' rights. With the help of technology, representatives of this
generation believe that they can transform the way people work
and live in the 21st century (Hackl, 2020).
Next, we will present the main characteristics of Generation
Z (Figure no. 3) in order to better understand the particularities of
the individuals in this cohort. Looking at the specific characteristics,
we find that each generation, beyond those normal differences,
has contributed to the development of society from one point of
view.
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4. Generation Z and internet connection
The analysis presented by the international agency We Are
Social (Kemp, 2020, figure no. 4) in October 2020 indicates useful
data for understanding the general context. Out of the total
population of 7.81 billion inhabitants, 5.20 billion have a personal
mobile phone, 4.6 billion have internet access, and 4.14 billion
have an account on a social network.
Therefore, the data show that over half of the world's
population uses a mobile phone. Available information, fast
communication, videos and many other opportunities have also
contributed to the increase in the number of those connected to
the internet. The new technological paradigm has also influenced
the interest in social networks. Communicating with friends,
posting favorite images and receiving information quickly they
have accelerated the process of involvement in the virtual world.
The study shows that technology continues to play an
increasingly important role in various aspects of daily life. Based on
the results, the following trends are highlighted, such as the fact
that the use of social networks has increased by over 12% in the
last 12 months, ie over 450 million people spent time in front of
modern devices, but also the fact that the number of users on
Instagram is There is also a tendency to use technology in many
areas of activity, and marketers face many challenges (Kemp,
2020). Therefore, based on the analysis, there is an average of over
14 people who started using social networks every second, which
means a double percentage of the study published in early 2020.
Compared to the data from 2019, in terms of the digital
world, Kemp shows that the percentages are increasing in each
area, namely: mobile phone use, internet access and connection to
social networks (figure no. 5). Thus, it is found that more than two
thirds of the world now use a mobile phone, ie about 67%, while
almost 60% of the population now uses the Internet. If a few
months ago, the penetration of social networks exceeded the value
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of 50 %, according to the latest data, it has increased to almost
53%. More than 9 out of 10 internet users worldwide connect via
mobile devices, and two-thirds also connect via computers. When
it comes to accessing social networks, users clearly prefer mobile
devices.
According to research conducted by the international agency
We are social (Kemp, 2020), the time spent every day on the
Internet is 6 hours and 55 minutes, and the time on social networks
is 2 hours and 29 minutes (figure no. 6). The trend is growing
whether we refer to internet access, social networks or activity on
online games.
5. Generation Z and social networks
Social networks have changed people's lifestyles. Today they
are a constantly evolving environment that contributes to the
interaction between individuals. Communication in various fields is
directly related to technological means. Every year the number of
users is increasing, and the young generation is interested in daily
access.
Social media includes any digital technology in which users
connect with other users. In general, the opportunity to comment
or change the content of information is a hallmark of social media
(Greenhow, 2017). The virtual environment is challenging because
there is the possibility of uncensored expression, socializing and
making new friends.
In recent years, the number of people using at least one of
the channels of online communication, social interaction and the
propagation or search for easily accessible information (Facebook,
Twiter, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.) has increased worldwide.
Therefore, the phenomenon of social media use takes into account
the young generation, which is the most active age group on social
networks. The technological revolution has influenced social rules,
and information can be transmitted much faster, is accessible in
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different parts of the world and there is the possibility of
permanent updating (Cismaru, 2012).
According to the study conducted by Kemp (2020), there are
over 4 billion active users on social networks, and interest and
accessibility are constantly growing (figure no.7). Most people
connect to the virtual environment via their mobile phone. This
explains the fact that every year the number of users is higher.
Interest in online interactions has grown, even among adults.
Time spent on social networks varies by country. Thus,
Filipinos are still the most "social" people in the world, the average
internet user aged 16 to 64 spending almost 4 hours a day on social
platforms. However, it is a very different picture at the other end
of the scale, with internet users in Japan spending an average of
only 45 minutes a day on social media.
International research (Von Abrams, 2020) indicates that
Romanians spend an average of seven hours a day in front of a
computer, laptop or phone. Interestingly, during the pandemic,
there was a decrease of 20 minutes compared to last. Regarding
the use of smartphones, the time is about 3 and a half hours, 15
minutes less than last year. According to the study, Romanians
spend about 2 hours and 20 minutes every day on social networks.
The increase in the number of users on social networks is
directly related to the development of the Internet worldwide
(figure no. 8). In first place is Asia (51.8%), where more than half of
the population has access to an internet network, then in second
place Europe, but with a much lower percentage 14, 8%. The last
place is occupied by Oceania and Australia which together have
only 0, 6% of the total population.
Despite the various challenges of the last few years, the social
network Facebook is still in the top of popularity when it comes to
socializing (figure no.9). Trends in the number of users reported in
the company's earnings announcements are related to the fact
that the number of 2.5 billion (Iqbal, 2020) active users has already
been exceeded.
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Facebook is the largest social network in the world, originally
created by Mark Zuckenberg as an online version of the Harvard
University Yearbook. The name Facebook comes from the words
face and book, because in the yearbooks of American colleges
appear photos of all students. Currently this social network
remains the ideal platform both to promote events, products or
programs and to monitor the reactions of followers. Facebook
remains a global tool for interaction, useful and with “the largest
entity on the Internet in history” (Schaefer, 2016, p. 204).
However, for various reasons, marketers cannot reach all of
these users using Facebook advertising, and the platform's selfservice advertising tools indicate that Facebook's total target
audience now stands at $ 1.95 billion, or about 80 billion. percent
of the total MAUs (figure no. 10).
6. Presentation of generations from the perspective of strengths
and weaknesses according to specific characteristics
In the analysis presented by GetSmarter13 in 2020, each
generation has certain strengths, but also some weaknesses.
Therefore, individuals, regardless of age, must maximize the
benefits of each category. Communication and collaboration are
important factors for activities together by young people and
adults. Below are the characteristics of each generation in terms of
strengths and vulnerabilities. .
The Baby Boomers generation at strong points reminds the
availability for work, teamwork and the ability to be excellent
mentors for the young generation. The weaknesses reveal the lack
of availability for change, everything being judged from the
perspective of discipline and a rigid program. Competitiveness
13

GetSmarter, a 2U, Inc. brand, is an online learning expert with over 10
years of experience in developing high quality online short courses at the world's
top universities.
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stimulates them, motivation is maintained by gaining rewards, and
in terms of technology they are not so familiar (Harber, 2011).
Generation X is the category of professionals who, in addition
to fulfilling their responsibilities at work, manage to take time for
their family. Then, individuals get a very high income needed to live
a balanced life. If the boomer motto is "Live to Work!”, those of
this generation choose as a motto: "Work to Live!" (Brinckerhoff).
The weak points are the most obvious attitude of satisfaction
towards superiors and therefore the tendency not to react to the
defect’s management of the leaders of an organization. He prefers
to get things done quickly and avoids spending extra time getting
the job done to the highest standards.
Third, Millennials (Generation Y) are considered the most
self-employed, being concerned with the ethics and social
responsibility of the organization. They are accustomed to looking
for the desired information and conceiving their own perspectives,
avoiding the acceptance of an already established plan (Brett,
2017). At the weak points, being independent as a structure, they
are not interested in teamwork, they do not have a well-developed
work ethic. It is the generation that is very impatient and interested
in organizations that offer them the opportunity to grow
hierarchically.
Generation Z is very competent in the field of technology,
able to adopt new discoveries and ambitious from a professional
perspective. Those of this generation are natural entrepreneurs
and able to be involved in several activities at the same time. At
the weak points we mention the total dependence on technology,
the cynicism in everyday life and the realism that destroys the
idealistic perspective (Harber, 2011).
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7. Reporting to technology of each generation during the
pandemic
In April 2020, Visual Capitalist14 presented the results of a
study conducted by the research company Global Web Index
(Jones, 2020). The topic of the research focused on how, during the
pandemic, individuals from different generational cohorts related
to technology.
People had to change their schedule, and many of the usual
activities of a day could not be done. The time spent online has
increased, and every age group has had to resort to modern
devices. It is interesting that adults, with life experience on their
side, have managed to adapt more easily to the new conditions
caused by the pandemic compared to other generations (Jones,
2020).
According to statistics, we find that each generation was
creative, adapted and used technological means. Older people
were more susceptible to complications from the virus, and
younger people were more concerned that someone in the family
might get sick (Kendra, 2020). According to these perspectives, the
interest in certain areas and the passage of time were different
depending on the age of the individuals. The graphics are quite
suggestive and clearly indicate what the orientation of each
generation was.
Generation "Z", more than the other categories, spent most
of their time in the virtual environment. Watching videos and TV
shows with the help of the internet, but also online games were
the favorite activities (figure no. 14). Also, music was listened to
and the online press was read. Communication on social networks
was part of the daily program, even if through social media there

14

Visual Capitalist is one of the fastest growing online publishers globally,
focusing on topics such as markets, technology, energy and the global economy.
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was a danger that the psychological state of individuals would
suffer (Liua, Liub, Hongfei, Osburg, 2021).
Part of the time was used for reading, but also listening to
audio materials. There was no lack of reading the written press to
know the events around the world. In addition to other activities,
the study indicates an interest in live events. Looking at the results
of the study, we better understand why among the ten important
directions that shape the generation "Z" (Twenge, 2020), we find
"No hurry" (continuation of childhood in adolescence), "Internet"
or "Inclusion" (acceptance, equality and debates on freedom of
expression).
Potrivit studiilor realizate, interesele au variat în funcție de
vârsta indivizilor (figura nr.15). Pandemia a adus multe schimbări,
iar membrii familiei au stat mult timp împreună, în comparație cu
alte perioade. Cu toate acestea, activitățile online și nu numai, nu
s-au suprapus, căci fiecare generația și-a prioritizat programul în
funcție de propriul stil de viață.
According to the data from the study, during the pandemic,
Generation Z compared to other generations, watched more
videos on the Internet, was more active in online games, listened
to more music and spent more time than usually on TV. The books
were not of interest to young people during the pandemic.
8. Conclusions
The research reveals the differences between generations
and their way of relating to life. The development of technology in
the last decade has influenced individuals of every generation. Age
groups have their own specifics, but the major impact of the online
environment is related to Generation Z. Internet connection, fast
communication and interest in multitasking are specific elements
for the current generation.
Interactions in the virtual environment are an intrinsic part
of everyday life. Thus, campaigns to protect the environment and
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help the sick are promoted more easily. Also, even political parties
present their doctrine online to prepare the new generation of
voters.
In the context of the pandemic, the representatives of
generation Z spent more time in front of the computer, and
internet access was an alternative for school classes, but also for
leisure. Each generation related differently to technology during
the isolation period. For example, studies show that boomers were
most interested in TV shows, and z-ists were interested in watching
videos or series, online games, and listening to music. The daily
program was related to the active involvement in the virtual world
in the context generated by the appearance of the Covid -19 virus.
With all the benefits of accessing the internet, spending a
long time can negatively affect your values, habits and ultimately
your lifestyle. Through information campaigns, appropriate laws
and collaboration between educational factors, the skills needed
for young people to deal with risk situations can be developed.
Thus, the positive effects of the online environment that
contribute to personal development must be maximized.
Generation Z has the necessary potential to be useful for society,
but it also needs the involvement of those of previous generations.
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Tables, figures and appendices
Generation

Baby Boomers

X

Y

Z

Strengths
desire to work
interest in teamwork
ability to mentor

Weaknesses
reduced availability
for change
spirit of competition
the need for rewards
distance
from
technology
desire
for attitude of gratitude
performance
towards superiors
time spent with family quick completion of
material resources
activities
balanced life
superficiality
spirit of independence team work
concern for ethics and work ethic
social responsibility in impatience
the organization
creativity
competence in the dependence
on
field of technology
technology
implementation
of cynicism
new discoveries
realism that destroys
interest
in the
idealistic
development
perspective
natural entrepreneurs
multitasking

Table no.1 - Presentation of the characteristics of each
generation from the perspective of strengths and weaknesses
Source: GetSmarter, 2020
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Generat
ion Z
1995 2012
Generat
ion Y
1981 1995
Genera
tion X
1965 1980
Boom
ers
19461964

Figure no. 1. Defining the generations according to the
chronology of the years of birth in the period 1946 -1996 Source:
Dimock, Michael, 2019

Figure no.2 - The division by generations based on a symbol
specific to that period; Source: GetSmarter, 2020
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1.Socialization

4.Education

7. Interaction

2. Multitasking

5. Philanthropy

8. Technological
ability

3.
Entrepreneurship

6. Digital natives

9. Low attention

10.Temperance

Figure no. 3 - Presentation of the main features of Generation
Z Source: Forbes, Future Workplace

DIGITAL AROUND THE
WORLD IN
OCTOMBER 2020

UNIQUE MOBILE
PHONE USERS

TOTAL POPULATION
7, 81 billion

5,20 billion

ACTIVE SOCIAL
MEDIA USERS

INTERNET USERS
4,66 billion

4,14 billion

.
Figure no. 4 - Digital activity globally in October, 2020;
Source: Digital 2020, Global digital Yearbook, Hootsuite
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•TOTAL
POPULATION

+ 1,0

%

+ 2,0
%

(+ 81
mil.)

(+ 102
mil.)
+

+ 7,4
%
•INTERNET
USERS

(+ 321
mil.)

•UNIQUE
MOBILE
USERS

12,3
%
(+ 321
mil.)

•ACTIVE
SOCIAL MEDIA
USERS

Figure no.5 - Digital activity is growing globally according to
comparative data October 2019 versus October 2020 Source:
Digital 2020, Global digital Yearbook, Hootsuite

USING THE INTERNET
6 H 55 M

USING
SOCIAL MEDIA
2 H 29 M

LISTENING THE MUSIC
STREAMING SERVICES
1 H 34 M

USING THE GAMES
CONSOLE
1 H 14 M

WATCHING TELEVISION
3 H 29 M

Figure no.6 - Time spent in front of the screens of those
between 16 and 64 years old; Source: Digital 2020, Global digital
Yearbook, Hootsuite
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Total number of
active social
media users
4, 14 billion
Social Media
Penetration
(Users vs Total
Population)

Anual Grown

+ 12, 4 %
(+ 453 million)

53 %

Percentage of Total
Social Media Users

Total Number of
Social Media Users
4, 08 billion

99 %

Figure no. 7 - Use of social networks globally;
Source: Digital 2020, Global digital Yearbook, Hootsuite

Worldwide Internet Users
6,8%

3,7%

0,6%

Asia
Europe

9,5%

12,8%

51,8%

Africa
Latin
America/Caribbean

14,8%

North America

Figure no. 8 Internet users on all continents in 2020 Source:
Internet World Stats 2021
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Figure No. 9 - The most used social networks worldwide
(monthly / million) ; Source: Digital 2020, Global digital Yearbook,
Hootsuite

Share of population
aged 13+ that
marketers can reach
with adverts can
facebook
32 %

Percentage of
its ad audience
that facebook
reports is
female
44%

Number of
people that
facebook
reports can
be reached
with
adverts on
facebook

Percentage of
its ad audience
that facebook
reports is male
56%

Quarter on

quarter
change
1,
95 billion
in facebook "s
advertising
reach
+1%

Figure no. 10 - General presentation of the audience on
Facebook; Source: Digital 2020, Global digital Yearbook,
Hootsuite
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Figure no.12 Media consumption in the Covid era -19 by
Generation Z
Source: Visual Capitalist, Global Web Index, Coronavirus
Research Report April, 2020
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